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THE LAS VEGAS DA TLY
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY,

VOL. XXIV.
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America's Most Brilliant Soldier Yields Place
Head of the Army to General Young.
SKETCH OF GENERAL

NELSON

A.

MILES

Splendid Record on Military Pages. From a
Clerkship to the Highest Rank. Unhampered by
West Point Training
Five-Dollar-

-a

at

week

EVENING,'

AUGUST

BIG HAIL STORM

two-fol-

LOWE MAKES RECORD
Huron Von Sternberg Itecvivrd
at Oyster Day by President
Itoosevelt.

NO. 233:

7, 1903.

the comfort, convenience and general
attractiveness of Las Vegas, which is
naturally destined to be the Colorado
Springs of New Mexico, and, most important of all, Join the east and west
link
sides of the river by a
into one large community, separated
Visits Boulder, Colorado, and Ad by an insignificant fraction of time,
which, with common Interests and
united efforts, will strive to advaii"
joining Counties, Doing
Las Vegas to its natural place, which
Great Damage
is first among the cities of New

Ready for the Big Regatta.
MILWAUKEE. Wis., Aug. 7. This
morning more yachts are gathered in
Milwaukee harbor than ever before on
Lake Michigan, If not on the chain of
lakes. The occasion is the annual regatta of the Lake Michigan Yachting
association, which began today and
continues with important contests tomorrow. The gathering includes several score of the fastest boats on the
lake. Yesterday the course for the
regatta was accurately measured and
buoyed, and all arrangements completed to the minutest detail. All
that is now needed to make the regatta the most notable contest ever held
on the lakes is the favorable winds.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 7.The officers of the army on duty in Washington will call on General Miles tomorrow to pay their respects before his
retirement, which occurs at noon
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d

Lowe Special Beats All Records.
LOS ANGELES, Calif., Aug. 7.
The Lowe special is due in Los Angeles at 1:27. All the transcontinental
records have been broken by this run,
and if no delay occurs in the next
hour the train will reach Los Angeles
in five hours less time than was made
by the Peacock special and ten hours
ahead of its own schedule.

anus

tm

Two Sections of the Wallace Circus Train Collide

Twenty Two Men Killed, Many Injured
THE PROPERTY LOSS WILL BEQUITE HEAVY
Judge Smith, Appointed to Fifth District, Declines to Accept the
Appointment Race War LookedFor in North Carolina.

POPE RECEIVES CARD. GIBBONS

WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 7, The
official life of a gallant warrior expires at midnight tonight, when, by
reason of the fact that tomorrow is
the
anniversary of his
birth. Lieutenant General Nelson A.
Miles, commanding general of the army, will be retired from active service,
Scho-fielTotally different from General
Sherman and others of his predecessors as head of the United
States army as regards his personality as well as his early training and
subsequent military career, it is not
to be wondered at, perhaps, that General Miles' retirement should evoke
conflicting comments from press and
public. To find anything like a parallel of his case it Is necessary to turn
back the pages of American history
to the career of General Winfleld
Scott a man of undoubted courage
and ability as a general, popular with
his friends, but who, at the same
time, made himself disliked in many
quarters by his want of tact, his overbearing manner towards bis subordinates and his
political ambition.
It cannot be disputed that Gener
al Miles has a host of enemies and
that they occupy high positions in the
army and in public life. At the same
time he has many friends and defenders both in and out of the service.
The sincere affection with which he Is
regarded by many of those with whom
his official position has brought him
in contact has been abundantly mani
fested this week In outward evidence
among his associates of regret at his
h

sixty-fourt-

. i
departure.
Whatever else may be said it cannot be denied that it is a splendid rec
ord that General Miles leaves upon
the pages of the department from
which in a few hours he takes his final
departure. From a
clerkship in a little dry goods store
and handicapped by the fact that be
lacked a West Point training he has
worked his way step by step to the
highest rank within the gift of the
United States army.
Nelson A. Miles made the greatest
reputation, probably, as an Indian
campaigner. The ability to make sue
ces3ful warfare on the red men was
His ancestor, the
possibly inherited.
Rev. John Myles, a Welsh clergymann
of Massachusetts, was not only militant against the powers of spiritual
evil, but be took a conspicious part In
the campaign against King Phillip in

1675.

,

Born in Westminster, Mass., In
1839, young Miles was a mercantile
clerk in Boston before he was twentyone years old, but he had already received an academic education. It was
during that clerkship period that he
first evinced a deep Interest in military matters, Inspired to a large extent,
probably by the prospect of a clash
between the north and south on the
slavery question.
Miles began his military career only after a controversy with the goverHe has bad
nor of Massachusetts.
many controversies since, some of
which he won, but he lost that first
one with the governor. Miles raised a
company of troops in 1861 and expected to become captain of it. The governor, however, declared that he was
too young to receive such a high corn- mission.
Miles was afterward commissioned
lieutenant-colone-

l

of

the

Sixty-firs-

t

New York Volunteers, the commission dating from May 31, 1863. He
began to make a reputation immediately. He was engaged In the battles
of the Peninsula campaign, before
Richmond and at Antietam. On the
30tb of September in the second year
of the war he was made colonel of
bis regiment, although only twenty-twyears aid. Col. Miles fought in
all the battles of bis regiment in the

o

campaign of the army of the Potomac,
with one exception, up to the surrenCourt
der of Lee at Appomattox
House. He was wounded three times.
Miles' full commission as major-gene- r
al was given him in 1865. In the fol
lowing year, the war having ended,
he was mustered out of the volunteer
He had already received a
service.
commission as colonel in the regular
army, in command of the Fortieth
Infantry.. He was transferred to the
Fifth Infantry March 15, 1869.
Miles' aptitude and ability for the
profession of war had demonstrated
themselves to his superior officers
very early in the Civil war and he en
countered no opposition in his rapid
In later years his opadvancement.
ponents charged that he was unable
to conduct himself as gallantly in
peace as in. war, but the same charge
was made against other high officers
whenever it appeared that they were
influenced by personal considerations
of politics and political ambition.
General Miles is now very much,
"in the public eye," but the eyes of
the whole nation were fairly centered on him at one time in 1865. That
was on the occasion when Jefferson
Davis, the president of the Confederacy, was his prisoner at Fortress Monroe. The bitterness of the feeling of
the south against him on account of
that famous episode has never been
eradicated, and there are men in the
south today who will never forgive
him.
Colonel Miles married in 1871 the
daughter of General W. T. Sherman,
Miss Sherman's uncle, John Sherman,
of Ohioi being at that time secretary
of the treasury. It was General Miles'
connection with the family that led
to the allegation made by his enemies
in later years that his subsequent promotion in the army was due to the
"Sherman influence."
After his marriage Miles was stationed on the plains. He made a great
reputation in campaigns against the
Indians, his work being second only
to that of General Custer in the opinion of some military men. It was
during this period that he became
acquainted with William F. Cody,
"Buffalo Bill," and a strong friendship has existed betwen the two ever
since.
He was commissioned brigadier-genera- l
in the United States army In
1880.
Upon the retirement of General Schofleld In 1895, he was appointin command of the
ed
whole army.
A son and daughter were born to
General and Mrs. Miles. Cecelia, the
daughter, was married two years ago
to an officer of the regular army. The
son is a cadet at West Point. General
Miles and bis family rtturally have
been socially prominent in Washington
for several years.
The history
f the general's part
in the Spanish war is well known,
and It is since that time that he has
become engaged in controversies with
some
the administration.
Despite
friction in the war department dur-- l
Ing the last few years, General Miles
has performed some important services. In 1897 be represented the government at the Diamond Jubilee of Queen
Victoria, and he made a tour of Europe to make military observations
for the benefit of the army.
General Miles was approached today and in response to a question as
to the difference between bim and the
administration declared that he could
not with propriety discuss the matter.
Neither would he speak regarding bis
alleged political ambitions.
Speaking
of his own retirement he said:
"I suppose I would not be a human
if I did not feel some regret at ending
my military career. Regarding my
future I have not had time to complete my plans. I may decide to make
my future residence in Texas, Boston
or Washington. I am not certain.
major-gener-

LOS ANGELES, Calif., Aug. 7. The
DURAND, Mich., Aug. 7. Two secLowe special arrived at 1:15.
of Wallace Bros.' circus train
tions
o
DENVER, Colo., Aug. 7.The crops BARON SPECK VON STERNBERG. collided here this morning. Twenty-twLOW SPECIAL BEATS THE FLYER
in Boulder and adjoining county were
men, mostly employes of the cirACROSS THE CONTINENT BY
damaged by Wednesday night's hall Officially Received By President at cus, including a few perforraers, were
FIFTEEN HOURS.
storm to the extent of several hun- more
killed outright and twenty-threOyster Bay; First Outside of
'
In eastern
Flve Hours Faster Than Anv Pr. dred thousand dollars.
were injured, some fatally. The show
The Capital.
Boulder county alone the damages are
viout Trip. Ten Hour. Faster
was traveling over the Grand Trunk
estimated at over 1500,000. Near Ea
OYSTER BAY, Sagamore Hill was from Lansing to Lampere. The secOum
Than it.
'
ton 300 sheep were killed and several the scene today of an interesting ond section, ran into the first at full
Baron Speck Von Stern- speed. Four cars of the first section
The special bearing Mr. Henry Low People Injured by the immense hail ceremony.
'
to the side of his wife who was so stones. , A number of hogs were killed berg, who has been minister pleni- were completely
Some
destroyed.
nearly prostrated bv the death nf near Lafayette and some of them potentiary of Germany to the United animals were killed. The loss to the
their little daughter Mary in Los An- - found deaJ Btandln8 iIk two feet of States since Ambassador Von Hollo-be- circus is very heavy.
Among the
ieturneit 40 Europe, and who killed are Trainmaster McCarthy and
geles yesterday morning was run at hail- an average rate of speed of 41 miles ! Yesterday Perry Park was swept ha3 recently bjoen elevated to the Special Agent A. W. Large of the
' a cyclone, followed by a hail and rank of ambassador, presented to the Grand Trunk.
an hour from La Junta to Albuquer- '
Tne s,age coacu wa8 president bis credentials as ambassaThe wreck, according to the stateque, 348 miles and of 41
miles an raIn s,ormhour from Albuquerque to Sellgman, overturned and several people were dor, and was received formally in the ment of tbe engineer of the second
The Merchants' hotel was new diplomatic rank by the president. section, was caused by the failure of
429 miles.
injured.
The following schedule was made injured by the wind and one cottage
Ambassador Von Sternberg arrived the air brakes to work. Twenty-onlocally which shows a very high speed ,' was crushed. A number of large trees here at 10:04. He was accompan- were killed and more than a dozen
were uprooted and other damage ied by Acting Secretary
of State Injured.
tor mountain districts:
done.
Left La Junta at 9:08 a. m.
Loomis and Col. Symons. Tbe amAmong the circus men killed are
o- ':
Arrived at Raton at 11:44 a. m.
John Purcell, boss canvassman; John
bassador was In full court dress.
Big Wrestling Tourney.
The formal presentation occurred in Leary, boss of the ring stock; Frank
Left Raton at 11:47 a. m.
SARATOGA. N. Y., Aug. 7. Begin- the Roosevelt parlors.
Arrived at Las Vegas, 2:19 p. m.
Thorp, trainmaster.
ning tonight and continuing through
At tbe conclusion of the ceremony
Left Las Vegas at 2:22 p. m.
Among the injured wase J. R. Stew'
Arrived at Albuquerque at 5:39 p. a large part of next week Conven- - of presentation the president and am- art of Denver.
tion Hall, tbis city, is to be the bassador, as old friends, chatted an
m.
scene of the most notable wrest- imatedly.
JUDGE SMITH DECLINE8.
Left Albuquerque at 5:46 p. m.
ling tournament ever pulled off since
Arrived at Gallup, 9:14 p. m.
The ambassador will be the unoffithe sport was first Introduced In this cial guest of the president till some Newly Appointed Judge of the Fifth
Eeft Gallup at 9:20 p. mv
District Declines to Accept.
Arrived at Winslow at 11:60 p. m. country. No fewer than fifteen well time tomorrow.
known "knights of the mat" have
The reception of the new ambassaLeft Winslow at 11:60 p. m.
been engaged to appear in the contests dor outside of Washington Is unpre- Special to Tbe Optic.
Arrived at Sellgman at 4:05 a. m
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Aug. 7.
Conductor Sekins was in charge of among the number being Ton Jenk- - cedented, and this occasion will not
District Clerk John Griffith of the
the special La Junta to Albuquerque, lns- - Carl Pon8 Ed- Atherton, Leo
be used to establish a precedent.
fifth Judicial district of New Mexico
o
Pinney from Albuquerque J dell0 ,im parr Oeorge Bothner and
has received a telegram from Judge
to Winslow and Conductor Skinner . Max Luttbeg.
Pope Receives Cardinal Gibbons.
Smith, who was recently appointed
D. C. Aug. 7.
from Winslow to Needles.
WASHINGTON,
The englnemen were: La Junta to
Manager Falconio, the apostolic dele by President Roosevelt as judge of the
THF LOOP ASSURED
Raton, Reynolds; Raton to Las Vegas,
gate to this country, today received fifth judicial district of New Mexico,
tbe first official notice of the elec to the effect that ho will not accept
Boyle ; Las Vegas to Albuquerque, f
THE ENTIRE BOND SUBSCRIPTION tion of Cardinal Sarto as pope. The the appointment
Kammer; Albuquerque to Winslow,
It is not stated whether or not the
HAS BEEN SECURSD AND THE
Len
to
first cablegram sending the notice
Winslow
Briscoe;
Sellgman,
was not received by Falconio.
FRANCHISE GRANTED.
He opposition In the territory to the aphart.
sent a message of thanksgiving and pointment of an outsider by the
Fast as the limited trains are ached- press and people generally is she
uled between Chicago and Los Ange- - Work to Commence at Once on Three congratulation.
cause of Judge Smith's action, but it
les with five cars, the special beat
Additional Miles of Street Railway
this train fifteen hours, having left
ROME, Aug. 7. Cardinal Gibbons is supposed to have some bearing on
Connecting Both Side of the River
3
No.
was
received by the pope today In a the case.
behind
hours
fourteen
Chicago
The local directors of the street private audience. The pope renewed
on Wednesday, passed Las Vegas,
Stenographers of Texas.
which is practically half way, seven railway company a few days ago re- - expressions of interest in America
GALVESTON, Tex., Aug. 7. The
hours and thirty-onminutes behind j celved a communication from the of- - and charged the cardinal to give the
and arrived at Los Angeles 45 min- fleers of the company In St. Louis apostolic benediction to all the faith- Slate Stenographers' Association of
Texas, one of the largest and strong
utes ahead of that train. No. 3 reach stating that the amount of bonds ful in America.
est organizations of the profession in
o
which were to be raised at that end
ed Los Angeles on time, at 2 p. m.
the country, began Its annual conven
Crack Oarsmen in Competition.
Not an accident to the train occur - for the proposed extension had been
tion In Galveston today and will con
ST. CATHERINES, Ont., Aug. 7
red on the entire run and the delays subscribed for. The committee wired
tinue through tomorrow. Members to
twenty-fourtThe
annual
of
back
to
j
minimum
had
that they
the very
were reduced
regatta
also secured the
a total of four hundred are present
being mostly at district terminals back that they had also secured the the Canadlau Association of Amatuer
from Dallas, Fort Worth, Waco, Cor- has
amount
which
here
Oarsmen,
from
began
the citizens of
toJay,
expected
changing engines.
The time on the western divisions Las Vegas, and everything was In attracted crack oarsmen from many slcana, Denison and other leading cit
readiness to proceed with the work. parts of the United States and Cana- ies of the state. Business discussions
figures out:
The route which the company da. Tbe participants- - of both Titus and features of entertainment will
Western division 46 miles per hour.
New Mexico division, 41 miles per seems to favor most is as follows: and Scholea In the singles causes divide the program.
Out Sixth street to Friedman avenue, keen Interest to he manifested in this
hour.
Negroes Hung.
miles being the street which runs In front event. In the senior eights tbe Ar
Albuquerque division, 41
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Aug. 7. Will
of the Sanitarium; over Friedman gonaut Rowing club of Toronto will
per hour.
Hudson and Will Jones, negroes con
. Arizona division, S3 miles per hour. avenue to Eighth street; out Eighth compete with the crack crews of Win
to the Hazard property; thence down nlpeg and others. Tbe loss of Dudley victctl of highway robbery, were exe
Southern California division, 43
to the power house over the Manza-nare- s Oliver has weakened tbe Argonaut cuted in the county jail yard today.
miles per hour.
land; across the river at a crew and it is felt that some one of Hudson denied being guilty of the
An average speed of 45 miles an
hour from Dodge City to Lob Ange- point yet to be determined and de- the other contestants may carry off crime of which he was convicted.
Asked if be ever killed anyone be
les. The train arrived at Los Angeles pending, of courso, on the most feas- the honors of the Royal Canadian
replied: "I will tell old marster about
at 1:15 p. m- - This makes the run ible bridge site; and thence on west- Henley.
that."
"
o
In
51 hours from Chicago to Los Angeles ward to Hot Springs boulevard;
Strike Trouble in Russia,
a distance of 2235 miles or at a speed the Boulevard to the Plaza, which the
Market 8tlll Weak.
KIEFF, Russia, Aug. .7. Three
of 44.4 miles an hour. This Is seven road will encircle, and down to the
NEW YORK, Aug. 7. Yesterday's
workmen were killed and twenty four
hours faster than any previous run present bridge street connection.
Recently a committee of west side wounded by Cossacks who fired on late Improvement in the stock market
and nine hours better than the time
by Engineer strikers who were attempting to In was continued at today's opening. A
contracted for when the special was citizens, accompanied
Holt,
the
Inspected
traffic.
The better tone was not continued, howwith es- terfere with railroad
route,
ordered.
pecial view to considering the neces- rioters numbered 2,000. A magistrate, ever, profit taking and further liqui
Important Decision In North Dakota. sary bridge site and the route thence officer and several soldiers were in- dation for the week accounts causing
recessions In all active stocks till in
BISMARCK, N. D., Aug. 7 The su- westward to the Boulovard.
jured by stones.
o
Margarlto Romero appeared before
many Instances tho prices went below
preme court has declared void the
on bonalf
$700,000 of bonds authorized by the the county commissioners
yesterday's closing.
8tory Not True.
ST CLAIRESVILLE, Ohio, Aug. 7.
last legislature for state educational of the company and secured the
The
franchise and right of way.
Tbe report that a posse was after a
and charitable Institutions.
Visits Old Scenes.
bonds were based on (he lands of inJas. 11. Cravens of Kansas City, Mo.,
Everything is now In readiness for young negro lawyer of this place
stitutions granted by congress, , and the contract for the work to be let, named C. E. Burns, to lynch him for with his wife and baby, are stopping
the proceeds were to be used for build- and The Optic Is assured that In the awaultlng a prominent woman, Mrs. in tho city a few days, being detained
buildings. shortest time poHilile the dirt will M. E. Stowe, Is pronounced untrue here on account of the illness of the
ing necessary additional
State Treasurer McMlllen refused to be flying on the new route.
by Sheriff Major. No persons of the child, who Is recovering from a
The people of Las Vegas will con- above names are known at St Clalrs-vlllthe state
recent severe Illness. Mr. Cravens will
comply with the order
board of the university and school gratulate themselves on the success-- !
be well remembered here aa tbe manand there Is no excitement.
lands for the purchase of bonds and fnl launching of this enterprise, which
oager and part owner of the Romero-vlll- e
a mandamus action brought to com- will add new life and activity to onr
Mrs. Warhurst, sister of Mrs.
d
ranch below town, and by bis
pel him to pay over the money that city, bringing within, easy reach of
Spate of Main street, arrived splendid voice, his interest in all muhad been decided against the institu- the business bouses a large section yesterday and will spend tbe summer sical matters and open hospitality at
' T
of outlying land beautifully situated visiting In Las Vegas.
tion.
bis then ranch borne.
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Wll-lar-

He left here about ten years ago.
but even the rigorous climate of Mis-- .
souri does not seem to have made him
any older, and he is the same jolly,
"Jim" as of yore.
He and his interesting family will
remain in the city until Monday.
Meanwhile Mr. Cravens Is looking up
old friends and thrusting his digits-Intmany welcome bands.

.
'
'

good-nature- d

.
Threatened Race War.
CHARLOTTE. N. C, Aug. 7. Ser
ious trouble between
negroes" and
whites is threatened at; Henrietta,
the location of one of tbe largest cot
ton mills in North Carolina. Two negroes were cut last night and one of
them will die. The cause of the
trouble waa the alleged disturbance
of a colored meeting by whites and
the cursing of a white boy by a negro.
O

Attorney Bunker Returns.
Attorney W. B. Bunker, who went

to Baltimore to attend tbe national
convention of Elks, returned to th
city on delayed passenger train No. 7
last night The gentleman report
great doings at the convention. Ha
distinguished himself at the big gathering and got written up by the Baltimore Sun. After leaving Maryland
Mr. Bunker traveled through the eastern and north central states in the
interest of the bureau of immigration.
He distributed literature bearing on
New Mexico!" and ' proved encyclope-dis- c
enough to answer wisely and
well the Imposing array of questions
asked concerning the territory.
Tbe Las Vegas lawyer happened to
be in the New York stock exchange
at the time tbe failure of Talbott ft'
Co. was announced.
He describes the
scene as of the most tumultuous
character, Notwithstanding the flurry,
In Wall street, Mr. Bunker says time
in the east are uncommonly good,
and the outlook is excellent

The Information given The Optlo
yesterday that work on the Santa Fe- from Bclen, would be stopped
only too true. Word comes
that tbe men are being called in from
n
all the grading camps, and that
is already the headquarters of a
horde that believes in the doctrine of
the survival of tbe fittest.
News
comes daily of shooting scrapes and
brawls. Doubtless many
of
the
tough characters who congregate at
grading camps will pass this way. It
Ib well to be vigilant. The stopping
of the work at Bclen will be a serious blow to that little town, where a
full grown boom was on.
cut-of- f

seems

Be-te-

Convict No. 1658, otherwise known
as Salamon Hernandez, walked out of
tbe convict's camp beyond the Hot
Springs yesterday and hasn't been
seen since. Tbe escaped prisoner was
sent up from Doming for petty larceny. He Is from Old Mexico and It
is thought will make long tracks for
the border. As he hadn't much longer
to serve the authorities won't be so
much concerned whether or not the
steps being taken to recapture him
prove successful. He Will, doubtless,
prove a difficult hombre to catch.

went
, President Vert of the Normal
south this evening bound for Cloud1-crowhere he will meet with other
educators in consultation on the project of organizing a Chautauqua asft

sembly for New Mexico.

This is

matter of deep interest to Las Vegas
where It has already been under consideration. A spot more nearly ideal
for such a gathering than is the Hot
Springs canyon could hardly be found.
Eduardo Mnrtlnez, Jr., Anton Chlco,
will wed ou Monday the daughter of
Eliseo Armijo, Miss Fetra, the ceremony to take place in the morning
at the church of their town. Deme-trl-o
Sllva and wife, the latter a sister
of the groom, will go down from Las
Vegas to be In attendance.

a
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Chrry Gd:r,

"

0r3c Ckkr.

East

tech Gdr,

Grape Phosphate,
Grape Juice,
Raspberry Syrup,
Raspberry Lerr onadc,
AT

GRAAF & HAYWARD,
GROCERS.
BUTCHERS

No building in the course of erec
tion In New York baa proved of great
er totereat than St. John's Cathedral,
which will not bo completed for forty
years yet, although a small army of
laborers are dally working upon it
Work has just begun of moving the
two huge columns from the pier at

nd BAKERS.

NEW YORK NEWS LETTER.

133th

176.

PRING CHICKENS

THE

First National Bank,

stret to the cathedral at

OF LAS VEGAS.

Probably the most remarkable of
all Brooklyn streets Is Myrtle avenue.
There Is not a thing in Manhattan
that can be compared to it unless it
is the Bowery, and only In a few
things is there any similarity In that.
This bowery of Brooklyn Is one of
the longest streets In the borough and
Is a mass of old fashioned buildings,
most of them of the tumble down variety. Nothing Ilka the Myrtle avenue
merchant can be seen anywhere out
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Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware
Wait Paper,
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Chaffin & Duncan,
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Las Vegas

Sixih Street, Between Grand asd R. R. Avenues

o,
Paint, Varnishes, Enamels,
ElaterMe Roofing, Tar, Felt,
Jap-a-La-

DulkSSna

Papers,

B. F. FORSYTHB

ESTIMATES

FURNISHED.

coal mm
PHOME
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Dread and Pastries
j

HEADQUARTERS.

WW. BAMSOH.
-i- jvaffcxiaf

mail 77

era.
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Udi

Cold Bottles Pomery See.
Mumm's Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue and Center Street

hiram

Mutua

f

LasVeIeleftoCo.

LINCOLN AVCNUC.
Electric Door Belli, Annunciators,
llurirlar Aiurms, and I'rivaU) Telephones at Reasonable Bates.
EXCHANGE RATES V
Orvtna-- . CM wr Annum
Bkoiusncb: Its uer Annum
DEOAS3. ft. M.

Company

.OF.
g

PORTIAND.ME.
(Incorporated

The

t CO., Props,

Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season

N.M.

LAS VEQAS,

..

kCuisine and Service
best to be had
Sole A (rents for Green Btver.Old Grow,
Edgewood and Sherwood Kye

vjood.
-

.

1848.)

Theonly insurance company operating under a state law ol
providing for extended insutance in case of lapse after three years. Haa
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.

G. H. ADAMS, Manager,
New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

E. .fysenwald & Son,
99

nck.

The
itinerant Italians
who grind out
on
are not as uncalculatlng as they
aot'iu, as their newest "get
achi'iue will show, The more elabor
ate of the street organs formerly
had moving pictures and dancing fig
ures that were sot In motion by the
The
turning of the crank handle.
spirit of "something for nothing"
too strongly to one of these
" a,, f ; f , . ' ' uA uu Kn,.A 1.1,.
(...!.
miuufiiju uia iubuu
meat so that It Is necessary to drop a
rent In the slot attached to the hurdy
gurdy to start the show. Others
qukkly followed suit
rag-tim- e

Bridira

E. G. MURPHEY,

it-t- -t

e

U

Hod Ectcto cud invccfnzcxf

MOORE

Sure Cure for Diarrhoea,
Coming en it does, in the busiest
season, when a man can least afford
to lose time, a sure and quick cure
for diarrhoea la very deBlrable. Any
one who has given It a trial will tell
you that the quickest, gure.it and most
pleasant remedy in use for this dls
ease is Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoe Remedy. There is no
loss of time when It is used, as one or
two doses of It will cure any ordinary
attack. It never falls, not even in the
most severe and dangerous cases. For
sale by all druggists.

General Alexander McDowell
bad a story illustrative of readiness In excuse which be used to tell
Some raw troops were
drawn up for their first battle. They
were on marshy ground, under fire, and
ankle deep In slush. Ons of the sol
diers was noticed to be trembling excessively, and bta fear might communicate Itself to hla comrades. An officer
approached blm.
"Here, you, what are yon trembling
for?" demanded the officer. "Stop It, or
you'll demoralize the company. You
are In no more danger than any one
else. Don't be afraid."
"I-am not-t-- t
chatter- d the soldier. "I l l hsd the ague last
Some men have to go broke before
year, and and standing still In this they will attempt to break themselves
so long has
It on of bad habits
be a
ag-again.
a lit little and
g g good Idea to
Puts an End to It All.
get warmed up?"
A grievous wall oftimes comes as
a result of unbearable pain from over
rhlloaophr.
Dizziness, Backache,
"My son," said the snge, "it tins been taxed organs,
observed by many wise men, and even Liver Complaint and Constipation. But
by fools, that enjoyment is rather In thanks to Dr. King's New Life Pills,
anticipation than In realization. The
to it all. They are
vents to which we look forward most they put an end
but
Try them. Only
thorough.
gentle
are
to
prove
hopefully
opt
disappoint
all
25c.
Guaranteed
druggists.
by
ing."
But," said the disciple. "Is It wise to
It Isn't always common sense that
anticipate disappointment and thus kill
about the only chance of enjoyment we counts; sometimes it's the uncommon
have?"
kind.
And the old man stroked his white
beard and said ho would thluk It over.
8HAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Puck.
a powder. It
Allen's Foot-Easam Comifort.
cures painful, smarting, nervous feet
The Flcnd-T- es.
air, I have run over and
Ingrowing nails, and instantly
nearly ten people with that automo- takes the sting out of corns and bun
bile. ""
Friend Did any of thotn escape with ions. It's the greatest discovery of
makes
Allen's Foot-Easthe age.
their lives?
new
shoes feel easy. It Is a
never
or
be
the
but
they'll
"Ob, yes:
tight
same again." Life.
certain cure for sweating, callous and
hot, tired, aching feet Try it today.
Rapid Aetloa.
Sold by all druggists and shoe stores
"Always think twice before you
Trial
By mall for 25c. in stamps.
peak," said little Tommy's mamma.
Free. Address, Allen S.
"Gee, maw," be answered, "if you do package
that you must do some pretty fast Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
thlnktn' sometimes wbsn you git to
Miss Seda Talbott of the Joseph
goln for pawl" Chicago Itecord-Her-al-Newman Campany, which cornea to
Las Vegas Wednesday, Aug, 26, has
Before we bring happiness to others
this season a number of bright selec
nor
wt must first be happy ourselves,
which include two monologues,
tions
will happiness abide within us unless
"Through the Keyhole," jand " Wows confer It on
man's Institution," a dratfOtlc piece
Silence may be gulden, but all mutes "As the Moon Rose," and a dialect
'
are not millionaires.
impersonation
entitled, "Encourage.,
o
ment." She will also appear with Mr.
It is usually the idiot who rocks the Newman in a little comedy, "A Matboat that lives to regret It.
rimonial Advertisement."

WORK

'

FiNE FKUIT FRESH EVERY DAY

A

Readiness la Eicane.

ft

TWICE A WEEK

N.
113th street, and it will be long and tedious. Instead of the enormou truck
-which haa been specially designed to
CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- cart the sections of the columns, be
ing drawn by horses, the truck will JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
be moved 200 feet at a time, by
A. B. SMITH, VicevPrestdcnt
means of & steam winch. An anchor
E,r D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
will bo imbedded in the roadway to
hold the pulley, through which a wire
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
cable will run. It will take several
days to cart each section to the cathe
dral and it will tako thirty horses to A (JEMAL I)LKL(i
draw the empty' truck back.
The
truck alone weighs 15,900 pounds and
MEREST PAID 0 THE DEPOSITS
the largo sections of the columns
weigh ninety tons each.
ISSUE DOMESTItVfAKI)
F0KE1GNEXCIIANGE

one Is to
NEW VORK, Aug 7.- -U
York
New
current
gossip,
ludgo by
.Will bave the Same mayoralty camii
dates this yoar that ran in 1901. It
la ald upon goo.l aulbority that May- Of Ixiw will accept a ronominatlon
and since Tammany leader, Charles
F. llurphy'a prestige, has been so aeri
ously damaged aa a result of the dock
board Inquiry, the favor that once
kpparantly belonged to his candidate, side of Dickens novels and it is pos
George B. McClenneft, Is turning to sible to get any old thing but very
ward Edward M. Shephard.
few new ones on the avenue and always on your own terms.
Then it is said that Mr. SueparJ
was promised the Tammany nomina
Reports Just issued show that the
tion for mayor again In 1903, when he Presbyterian church has not grown so
failed to be elected two years ago. rapidly in membership, but Us mem
' There are not a few prominent Tam- bers have given most liberally to mismany men who believe he Is the stron- sion work. Last year near a million
gest man that could be named. Not and a half dollars was given for
only Is it said that Mr, how will run home missions alone, the largest in
On
again, but that the fusion ticket may tha history of the denomination.
be a dupllrate of that of 1901, Con- the other hand, the contributions of
troller Grout can have a rcnomlna-tlo- BplRcopallans for mislon work are deif he wants it, while all of the creasing, at least in the diocese
borough presidents havo made satis- around New York.
factory records.
Itov. Reglnals J. Campbell, pastor
of City Temple London, who has been
Already the fusion forces have begun issuing campaign literature and preachiria in various churches all over
nothing will be left undone, before the country, gaila for England today.
the election day to show the voters Dr. Campbell la an enthusiast over
what haa been accomplished for the America and baa been so pleased
betterment of the city government with hia trip to this country that he
' by .the reform administration.
The talks of making another visit next
trlct business proposition of whether summer. It will, perhaps, soon beor not the people desire an adratnla- - come as fashionable for English and
' tration conducted on business
continental divines to spend their va
princl- switwa to tha Tammany cations in the United Slates aa It Is
pwi
methods will be the keynote of the for American preachers to go abroad.
fuslonlats' campaign.
Tammany leaders are courting popby giving their followers and
ularity
Commissioner of Immigration Will
their families outings during the hot
iama thinks that strong Influences are
months. It cost a pretty penny to
at work to send to the United States
a steamboat and provide recharter
a portion of the refuse of Europe and
freshments and entertainment for
wishes to Bee the time when come re
Ave or sis thousand people, but It Is
trie tlon will be put upon the flood of
a
Investment and nearly all
to this country. Mr. thepaying
Immigration
not excluding Chief Mur-phleaders,
.Williams thinks that if an llltteray
have done It.
hlmsolf,
test should be applied to determine
'
the fitness of Immigrants to land, fully
A man usually makes a virtue of
$0,000 a year would be debarred from
the means he uses lo conceal his
entering this country. Ills belief Is faults.
that the basis of exclusion should not
0..'.;&;'
be their liability to become a public
Talk Is said to be clump; yet some
charge, but the liability to lower our
people Indulge In extravagant
standard of living or civilisation.'
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ESTABLISHED
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Big

Sale!

Clean-U- p

rich-quick-

I

U

Balance of Summer Goods

now on hand to be

Closed Out at Very Low Prices

.

"

The placing of the tracks of the
Long Island railroad underground ou
Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn, la nearly
completed and the company la moving for further improvements of its
property in that borough. Tropcrty
valued at half a million dollars has

Jut

be--

purchasi--

Covers the Country

m

We need the room for fall and winter goods

now being bought by our buyer who
in the Eastern Markets.

is

now

near the Atlantic

avenue terminus as a sight for an immense depot
Within the last two or three years
New York has erected a large number of substantial and costly school
buildings, but the need for more is
Tha board of
constantly increasing.
duration Is now considering the
of asking for 13,000,000 for
several more buildings.
The vexed qmBtion of getting a
cor kmll on ttunday Is not so difficult
to solve. If one knows bow to get
about It. This Is proved by a young
aot lHy physician who a few day ago
wrote the following for one of his

thirsty friends:
R. 8p. junlpert com p. 2
Cxt. cusparie li. 20 drops.
Saccbarl 20 garins.
Misc. Flat, pot us.
Cg. Ponr over cracked
hash before. taUfig.

a.
'

t'.e and

The popularity of the

'
Cremo Cigar has spread from
man to man; from town to town J
from state to state until it is
known and favored
everywhere.

fFfesgSZey

v))

Zzm

"$L
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SHIRT WAIST SUITS,
Worth from $4.50 to $6.50

$$$&
.&T

V 000"

The Largest Selling
Brand of Cigars
in the World.
The Ba4 i$ th

SPECIAL

-

"wCc

Smtker's Pntectlm.

$3.00

WHITE SHIRT WAISTS,
Worth from $2.00 to $3.50,

'

-

-

-

SPECIAL

WHITE SHIRT WAISTS
Worth from $5.00 to $7.50,

SPECIAL

$1.50

$3,50
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TRACK AND TRAIN

Where the zephyrs play the live long
day,
And all the girls are fine,
Where the brooklets run, 'neath the

shining sun
Back Home In dear Olwein.
O, the fond delight of our

friend

Handwright,
Back where the woodbines twine.
Yet have a care, beware, beware,
There's danger at Olwein.
m

m

Engineer Evans
duty,

m

has reported

for

Fireman Williams
one trip only.

e

first-clas-

President Ripley Is back in Chicago

aa in.

Beaumonters stayed in the train during the storm and were saved.
This train ought to have a pot full
of gold medal 3 as a life saver. It
was run up and down the track as
long as the fires could be kept in the
engine rescuing people, and over 100
porsens owe their lives to its activity. It was finally put out of business
at Patton and there it has remained
ever since. Wneu the tracks of the
Inter-Statwere rebuilt finally to
within a few miles of Patton, Captain
Featherstone, in order not to lose any
time, sent machinists down ahead of
the track layers to get the engine in
shape for service and car repairers
and painters to put the combination
and day coaches, which comprise the
s
remainder of the train, into
soon
as
used
could
be
so
they
shape
as the track reached the point where
they were abandoned on the day of
the storm.

is off today for

Traveling Claim Agent P. W.
merman is here today.

An

Zim-

re"Billy, the Goat," No. 2388 is
roundthe
of
attention
the
ceiving
house men.

,

Engineer Cook, who has been
poor health" for a spell has
gone back to work.

g

Tickets for the ball at the Montezuma Casino to be given by the machinists. Aug. 22, are selling like the
proverbial hot cakes. Raton people
have sent down for a goodly supply.

GnlmlT Elevator.

Thero Is perhaps no elevator In the
world more exclusive than that provided at the capitol for the supreme court
of the United States. That elevator
can be used by exactly eleven people,
and no one else would for a moment
consider entering It except as the guest
of one of these eleven privileged gentle
men. The fortuuate eleven are the nine
justices of the United States supreme
court, the clerk and the marshal of the
court. The elevator goes from the
ground floor of the capitol to the main
floor, on which is located the supreme
court of the United States. It Is a
small elevator, so that, with Its conductor, three portly forms of justices
of the supreme court of the United
States would fill it. It Is one of the
very latest designs of electric elevators
and Is finished in magnificent style.
Washington Star.

The shop lists Just now show that
Engineers Lynch, Hartley and Garvin
are laying off, that Firemen Wilson,
BaSoperotltlomo.
Brown, Donahue, Morris, Heydt,
are If two persons raise their glasses to
Nelson
and
ker, Jessoy, Bailey
their lips simultaneously they are in
doing likewise, that Firemen Keathley
the return of a friend or rela
dicating
sick.
still
are
Evans
King and
tive from foreign parts. The same Intimation Is conveyed by bubbles In
coffee or by the accidental fall of a
It is not too much to predict that piece of soap on the floor.
A flickering flame In the fire or an
within twelve months the Hagan coal
county upright excrescence In a burning
fields in eastern Sandoval
candle Is Interpreted as predicting tbe
reached by the Santa Fe Central rail-- , arrival of a guest, whose stature is
of
an
output
way company, will have
Judged by the length of tbe flame or
25,000 tons of good merchantable coal excrescence.
If one drains a glass of the contents
per month. Coal and iron combined
command the world and New Mexico of which some one else has partaken
he will learn tbe secrets of tbe latter.
has plenty of both. All that Is needed
and
capiknowledge
energy,
is brains,
Mlchtr Cheerful.
Mamma had told ber little daughter
tal to produce and combine them.
When that is done New Mexico will that she could not go out to play, but
maiden determined to make
in a decade or two be second to none the little
"one more plea. "Please, mamma, it
of the American commonwealths in isn't
very wet."
manufacturing enterprises. Santa Fe "No, you cannot. Dorothy," said
mamma pleasantly, smiling a little at
New Mexican.
ber daughter's persistency.
Dorothy regarded her ' mother
The flight of the Low special from
and then said, "Well, seems
recall
broke
Raton to Albuquerque
to me you're mighty cheerful about
ords for the mountain divisions of
it" New lork Times.
the Santa Fe. Engineer Boyle and
the
Bereaa of Pobllelty.
Fireman Chas. Norman brought
Mrs. Nagguss What an odd. Intertrain from Raton In two hours and
of furniture! It looks like
ten minutes. The special left this esting piece
an antique. It it a chiffonier or a
. city at 2:22 o'clock yesterday afterbookcase?
noon and arrived at Albuquerque at
Mrs. Bonis (wife of struggling auIn
It's my husband's
5:39, thus covering the distance
thor) Neither.
the remarkable time of three hours writing desk. He calls it his bureau
and seventeen minutes. The fastest of publicity. Chicago Tribune.
and
previous time was three hours
Selig-mathe
made
by
twenty minutes,
special eight years ago. Engineer Fred Kammer and Fireman
were the engine crew. The 1138
was the engine used.
;

n

May-fiel-

Locomotives 1106 and 980 were both
taken out on their trial trips Saturday
after being repaired In the machine
two of
shops at Topeka. These are
the big prairie type which were taken
from the nole in the Santa Fe yaras
at Kansas City. This hole was formed
water
during the flood and when the
subsided it was found that it contained several Santa Fe engines; A derrick waa Immediately put to work on
the brink of the hole and the engines
were taken out and brought to the
Topeka shops for repairs. When the
engines arrived there they were In a
sfnce
very dilapidated condition, but
althey hare been repaired they look
most as good as new.

The passenger train that runs from
the Junction at Rlncon up to Deming
and Silver City was wrecked Tuesday night near Hatch, Just before It
reached the Rio Grande bridge. The
branch train makes pretty good time
and it was bowling along at high
speed when a horse started across the
tsaek directly In front of the engine.
The equine was struck amidBhips
and converted into mincemeat, ditching the whole train. Every car left
the track and the most incredible
thing about the accident Is that not
a man was Injured, In the engine or
on the cars. The train from El Paso
after reaching Rlncon backed up to
the wreck and brought down the passengers and mall, arriving nearly an
hour late here in consequence yesterday morning.
Engine Saved 100 Lives A train arrived in Beaumont, Texas, Sunday,
It is the Gulf and
1,040 days late.
Inter-statpassenger which left Galveston September 8, 1900, was caught
has been
by the storm and since
standing on the track which is now
Beaumont.
connected with
Many
e

GUT1GURA
Fer

Mi i

PILLS

ciQie

ly called " The King of Pain."
All do not suffer alike. Some are suddenly seized with the most excruciabody was being torn
ting pains, and it seems every muscle and joint in tlie
asunder. Others feel only occasional slight pains for weeks or tnoti His, wlu n
a sudden change in the weather or exposure to damp, chilly winds : n 'lit
air brings on a fierce attack, lasting for days perhaps, anil li'.tvinr t j
with a weakened constitution or crippled and deformed fur a! time.
- m and
An acid, nolluted condition of the blood is the cause of eve-

Deaf and Dumb Institute.
The new board of trustees of the
Deaf and Dumb Asylum of the Territory of New Mexico, met at the Santa
Fe National bank at 3:30 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon. , There were
present: R. J. Palen, Samuel O.
Francisco Delgado, Grant
Rlvenberg and J. A, Wood. The new
board was organized by the election of
Major R. J. Palen as chairman, and
Francisco Delgado,
secretary and

Cart-wrigh- t,

treasurer.
A resolution was passed for the pay
ment of the filing fee of the oath of
office of the members of the board.
The resolution provides also for the
payment of the premium fee for the
bond of the secretary and treasurer
which
in the surety association,
makes surety on the bond. This bond
is for $10,000 and the premium on
same Is too high to be paid by the
secretary and treasurer, who does

POoddUddfj
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New Dress Fabrics

HUGO SEABURO,
Springer, N. M.

-

X

DATTV
rAI I I

t"

Blc:i

omod

National St.
m Qrand m

Latter Hsada
Envelop
Not Heads

Programs
Invitations
Catalogs
Blank Books

In other wars
Wa turn cut
Everything a
Printer knows

Howtodo))

Tte test s:J East Ek

Cutlcura Resolvent Pills (chocolate
coated) are the product of twenty-fiv- e
Tears' practical laboratory experience
In the preparation of remedies for tbe
treatment of humours of the skin, scalp
and blood, with loss of hair, and are
confidently believed to be superior to
all other alteratives as well as liquid
blood purifiers, however expensive,
while enabling all to enjoy the curative
properties of precious medicinal agents
without consuming needless expenses
and often injurious portions of alcohol
in which such medicines bare hereto
fore been preserved.
Cutlcura Pills are alterative, antiseptic, tonic and digestive, and beyond
question the purest, sweetest, most sue
cessful and economical blood and skin
purifiers, humour cures and tonlc-dlgtives yet compounded. Medium adult
do?e, one pill.
Complete external and Internal treatment for every humour may now be
bad for one dollar, consisting of Cutlcura Honp, to cleanse the skin, Cutlcura
Ointment, to heal the skin, and Cutlcura Resolvent 1111s, to cool and cleanse
the blood, A single set, costing but
one dollar, Is often sufficient to cure the
most torturing, disfiguring skin, scalp
and blood humours, ecsemaa, rashes.
Itching and Irritations, with loss of
hair, from infancy to age, when physicians and all ottwr remedial fall.
es

A Weber

"

Mlngiutur

Dyeing. Bleaching
Bcalp Treatment

Face Massage.

MWnlcurlng,
Modern Methods,
All Tools Sterilized
Pirlori

410 Grand Avtauei

CEnniLLOs

SOFT COAL
Anthracite Cesl ChSrisal and
Weed.

IN THE CITY

X We make Special Kates to Single Parties and Families seeking Boom
... and Board
NBW MEXICO.
LAB VBQAS,

ilAY and GRAIN

!

I

.

.
f
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LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

,

Osev rwmSftu awsTaAiSSSJS,
Colo ' Pboae H

Lot Veffae U

CWiMDM)SJdS)fl

P. Gasoline Engine

Maohina work
Mill and Mining Machinery built and repaired,
promptly done. All kinds of Casting mails. Agent for Chandler
A Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boilers and Saw Mills, Webster and Union
Gasoline Engines snd Holsters, Pumping Jacks. Best power for
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. No amoks, no danger. Also the
Ideal and Sampson Windmills and Towers. Oail snd see us.

A large and elegant lins

PalOPaiZTGOa

of the very latest
signs just in

for lOycrda
LDJU1 or too
aycrd.

at

.

R. P. SHEGSER,
Palnttr

and

Paper Hangar,

Snuid Are., opp. Ban Mlfnel Hot. Book

Fexoy OordOlszltlzo, worth Cf.l

30-In- ch

TM

Ham

1st

tmmi valua

offered ihl

York-Lad-

ies'

Man Tailored Skirts

Lcoo CuHcIno et
Men's and Boys' Her
aGpsslel Valuo
4c esch for Cambric Hankorchlefr
INc etu-- f. r Rots' LIiu u Shirt ws
Curtnins.
Knee Pants.
10c for
$1.00 a pair for 3 yurils long Notting41k; for Buj ' Knot! PmuU.
ham Curtains.
fci.OO a pair for
Nottingham 40c for Mother's Friend Sliirtwi
Curtuins.
CU
85c lid ll.(W vnluos.
$ 1.25 a pitir for Dotted, Swiss Curtains,
Ilk; for Mmi's Overalls.
41c for Boys' Main Shirt.
Every Item a Special Bargain.
1.00 for Men's liii ) t ie Pauls.
TUvs for Men's Workiug Pauts.
,
5Sc
Llnnn
fur
Mlem'
Hklrta.
grade
ffaea.h for lie ra le White
0)iMii
I'lgue Mhirte,
'Me for Men's Km It Summer Unde
(or 7m: trade Blue lluct Skirl,
Cure 1.1 mm sklrU.
f.ojtwh rorSMOa-rwI10c for Men's Jrau ummrr Drt
Hle:k Ln WalaU
1.4a fur Ladle' Mnltnn
Walking Skirt,
$
for Paitile 'Overall-- . .
8S
10 Td
NtittlnffhaB Lane. IS In wide.
i4 e) Jot
fur 10 y ,rd Uufwoe Olotn, all colors.
SOc
for
Chef's
Pauts.
uraso.
o , a ror le yarue
feeiiolee and Organdies,
$ 1 410 for Men's A U Linen
if forllrordaboM
(or I! jrsrd see. Uleg kaa a4 Uws.
B'-y-

G0-i-

11

Misses'

and Ladies' Palm

Hats
Good-For- m

Trouser Hanger

Good-For-

m

Coat Hangers

Good-For-

m

Favorite Skirt

e

ii-i-

iniiiiintm:munntnmtismmmn.j

rt

4lc a pair for a new stylo Nott ingham
Curtains.
Just received by express 70c a pair for
yards long

Gin be had 'at the Right Figure.
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Clearance Sale for August, 'Q

from New

Inquire at

UALL PAPUn
:

Fessdry end r.Zzchiao CZcp.

New Goods.
4-- H.

Heir ftromliiff
Hhamixmlng

1902

Hscslpt Books

Optic, Job Rooms

MISS JOSEPHINE LOPEZ,

FIRST CLASS BBRVICB.

AMERICAN PLAN,

VC29 FSOttO, WO,

Vhe

THE
Toilet Bazar.

Try our Sunday Dinners.

ClfJLDZnG

E

Proprietor and Owner.

iiMMMHIIMMMIIMt

WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.

SECOND TO NONE

Com-morol- ol

GEO. E. ELLIS.

mitHMtlllMIIIMMHMMIMIIIIHIHIMIMW

r MEALS

N. M.

Amoeloart or European Plan,'

Brick Sidewalks, ever
lasting, handsome, economical.
Work of all kinds In native red
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. All
work guaranteed.
W. W. Wsl- lace, "Vegas 'Phone 288.

SPOUTING

FE.

Men.

Itrlfled

Iron work of all descriptions on short
notice and woll done. Bella garden
tools, hose, 4o.
Bridge Street.

Dm!.
DoillTei:a

Ssxmslo rVeena for

LAS VEGAS

PLUMBING
ROOFING

CRITES,

Tire Proof. Eleetrte Lighted.
Stum Heated. Contralto Looted.
Botha and Sanitary Plumbing
ThrousKout.

MMMMMMHIWIMIMMMIIMIMMMIIIHMIIIMt

Ja G. ABLQU,

fczixiti t:J

SANTA

& BRO,

SIXTH STREET

E.

4MIWHMMIIMM
HOTEL CLAIRE

The Leading and only Exclusive Dry
Ooods House in Lmn Vegas
v

HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
Is the Ideal summer resort for rest,
health and a good time. Home cooking with unlimited spply of Jersey milk
and butter. Burros free for riding.
Delightful trips In every direction.
Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
returns Friday; $10 tor the week, In
cluding passage. Leave word at Murphey's, Wooster's or Ilfeld's. Address
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M. tf

PR.IWTIWG

LEVY'

II I II 1 1

2nd Hand

manufacturers and importers of
New York and Europe.
As the early bird catches the
worm, you know, now is the time
to get first choice of the greatest
assortment in DRESS GOODS
we ever have put in stock to select
from and at a price within the
reach of all. We add the latest
fads in use daily that takes the eye
ot smart dressers at a glance.

..HENRY

Natiosil.

12th asd

11 11

Sells ETerWUM

ed and are now on inspection and
sale at our store, comprising' all
the latest weaves from high class

truth

1

EW VEGETABLES. Home grown,
fresh from the garden. Leave orders at Sisters' Convent for Barney McNally. '

VJ,

For the coming season have arriv-

LAND SCRIP.

CORRECT

D

l

Ml

Fall Announcement of

land scrip
the use of
title can be obtained to government
land without cultivation or residence
thereon. All you need to do Is to give
description and show the land to be
of the proper kind; we do the rest By
reason of the exhaustion of the supply
which has been quite limited tbe price
Is advancing. We have a small amount
yet on hand to sell, that Is fully guaranteed. We also deal In real estate,
loans and investments.

i:z::is,

rlc!:!;i tto

the

MI

Gross & Richards Co., Tucumcarl, N. M.

By

Ms

On Display

iGeo. T.
Home Phone 140.

The board adjourned subject to the
call of the chairman. As a body the
board visited the institute and made a
thorough Inspection of the grounds
and buildings this afternoon.
handle

AM PELTS A SPECIALTY

WOOL, HIDES

institution.

COMMERCIAL

In

Samples Now

not receive a cent compensation for
his services and time while serving
In his official capacity. These Incidentals will be paid from the funds of the

ouunmuYULtu

and

Yours Truly,
ALFRED PEATS A' CO.
A Priss Wall Papers.

:

.

Born diplomats
with care.

the present sssssn.

:'

I
lory
variety of Rheumatism, Muscular, Articular, Acute, Chronic.
i an
. '
and Sciatic and the blood must be cursed and purified K-fendto your aches and pains. External applications, theissef li"
plasters, domuch. toward temporary relief, but such treal::iont d ksi i .f ,
the real cause or cleanse the diseased blood ; but S. S. S., the grx;it. t
blood purifiers and tonics, does cure Rheumatism by antiJot in? nn liiontr,:
and building tipithe weV and sluirtrish blood. It
ing the poisonous acidssafe
and reliable in all forms of JHicumalisiu. Hi
the old acid blood rich, and the pain tortured urns
cles and joints are relieved, the shattered nerves .::
made strong, and the entiresystem is invv'or.i .1 r .. i
toned UD by the use of this great vegetable reme.i .
If you have Rheumatism, write us, and our physicians will furnish without charge any Information desired, and we will mail free our book on
Rheumatism .
7H SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., A 1LANTA, CA.

Irish Politeness.
In the struggle between Irish po
liteness and Irish patriotism that has
been occasioned by the visit of Edward and Alexandra to Ireland, po
liteness has easily won. To a good
many of their hosts the king and
queen are anything but welcome
guests, but being guests, their hosts
are determined that nothing in their
reception shall give them the least
hint that they are unwelcome. The
proverbial courtesy and hospitality of
the Irishman have once more been
conspicuously illustrated. Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle.

Dear Sir:
You are the only agent we
will hsvt In Las Vsgss during

Las Vegas ano Albuquerque, New Mexico.

;

-

T. Hill,
E. Las Vegas, N. M.

WHOLESALE HERCHANTS

Those who have ever felt its keen, cutting pains, or witnessed the intense
Buffering of others, know that Rheumatism is torture, and that it is right-

1

Mr. George

(Uaoorpormtad.)

KITVO."

s
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other, extending over vast distances,
will eventually, when used for irrigation below each dam, largely find its
way back to the stream, and thus it
Is expected that In a few years, when
the Rio Grande in New Mexico has
had several large dams built upon It
under the Irrigation act, there will
be as "much water at El Paso for the
use of the people there, and below
that point, as there ever has been, or
nearly so, and this without depriving
the people of New Mexico of a single right to Its use.
It Is and always will be folly to
build the lowest dam on a stream
first, and thus deprive the residents
above of any use of the water, because
the water caught below Is lost to all
save the people below that point,
while water caught above can be
caught again at a lower point, or as
much of It as has not evaporated.
However, unjust it mightbetospend
the nation's money In the building of
an International dam for the benefit of
citizens of a foreign country in consideration of the waiving of a groundless claim, still New Mexico can have
no objection, and never hag had any,
to the building of such a dam at El
Paso at the cost of this government,
provided It is specifically stated In the
bill that nothing In the legislation
thus enacted shall prevent the people
of the territory or state of New Mexico from using to any extent
they
may deem proper all the Waters of
their own catchment areas.
Very truly yours.
B. S. RODEY,
In Congress
Delegate
from New
Mexico.
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will
ran! U) euUir luui correspondence ooncn-In- g
the editor
long ago have been law. Dr. Boyd
rejected uiaiiusurlyl.
spout 11,500 per month for more than
three years In living at Washington,
and employing counsel fighting these
parties who were trying to get the
FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 7. 1903 Stephens bill passed; and he prevent
ed them many times from golfing id
ere inserted in offensive looklug leg
DAM
INTERNATIONAL
RODEV ON
islation that would have accomplished
their purpose and been the ruin of
Albuquerque, N. M-- , Aug, 6, 1903
New Mexico. This territory has nev
Editor of the Pally Optic:
In
editorial
your lsraue er paid a cent of that nioney back to
Your
Dr. Boyd. The national government,
of the 4th instant, with .reference
a bit ot right In law or equity,
to tho building of nu international without
by the Interests that are
instigated
The
ques.lain at El Paso, la timely.
on
Ad
International Dnin.. .. THAT THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW.
IlOdey
tion of the building of that dam, and
this International dam, has Special to Citizen.
behind
been
never
haa
i
behind it,
all thai
LAS VEGAS, N. M.. Aug. 6. Mc
persecuted Dr. Boyd and his company
i
properly appreciated in New Mexico, with
for the 1 ast seven .Nary and Allen, after a
litigation
' ' lit the
I
aeveuLu
preliminary
congress
fifty
.
,
years, and now the government has hanrllla,
4A
..,,.,
v
...n laatin
were notinu
(ought the Stephens blU before the a bill to forfeit all his
the
and
over to the grand Jury by Justice
rights
of
the
on
relation
committee
foreign
of his company, after he has Otero yesterday for assault with Inhouse of representatives, and, pro- rights two
fortunes trying to give an tent to kill the editor of the Adverspent
terfrom
the
witnesses
duced many
to the Mesllla val- tiser.
system
Irrigation
ritory to testify against witnesses ley. Some
day the history ot that
Every witness testified that both
the
I
made
Paso.
El
from
and experts
matter will be wsltten, and people who men assaulted simultaneously,
and
beat legal argument I am capable of
understand little about It now will see nearly all saw the thugs use a bludgbefore the committee
against the (ho
outrage that has been perpetrated eon, The testimony was so conclupassage of that bill. The committee,
the Elephant Butte Dam com- sive that In spite of their hard
against
sent
the
legal
on
my
suggestion,
partly
under cloak of national author- fight they were held to answer to the
pany
bill out to the attorney general of the
I unhesitatingly pronounce the chargo In bonds of $500 each. The
United States. for bis opinion an to ity.
battle
that has been waged against charge Is a penitentiary offense.
whether or not tho United Stales was the
Elephant Butte Dam company,
Expert testimony said the wounds
liable to New Mexico for anything In
and I know whereof I speak, as an out- could not be inflicted with the hands
" the-w- ay
of damages that It would be
that never ought and the weapon was proven to belong
advisable to compensate by passing rageous conspiracy
been tolerated for a single mo- to McNary.
have
1)111.
I
. went efore the attorney
that
ment; and if our government treats The territory has a strona case and
argeneral and made a
or Intends to do .nothing but a prejudicial court can
It.
He
then appoint the company right,
gument against
It will compensate the ooto iiicm nom tue
Justice
at
all,
ed i) aasUtatd .attorney general, to
penitentiary.
Butte Dam company in
boon referred Elephant
some proper way before It takes Us
The Item quoted above could of
to bear me at length on tho proposl
Its ruin. course be
property and consumates
three-hour
I
tlon.
made a
possible for no other paper
argument Now
that we have the Irrigation law, but the Albuquerque Citizen. It is
before Assistant Attorney General
It
be well for our government
quoted mifrely to Illustrate to (he
Hoyt oft 4i9 saw Jrne, being opposed to might the
control
entire Rio Grande, hut good people of Las Vegas, who are
by Judge4 BuMl 'Of the department it
ought to do so only after having familiar with the facts of the matter,
during the argument. , . ,
it
for all previously acquired prl
paid
something more of the contemptible
The l'wett fcetore the secretary ojt vate
rights.
character ot the fellow, having not a
state, where these same parties, who
It is not wise at this time for EI dollar's financial Interest in the city,
are trying to get the international
dam bul". were, trying to get a treaty Paso, or any of the Interests behind has spared no effort to stir up trouble
made" a specialty of lying atnegotiated between the two nations the international dam, Co force this and has
which' would accomplish the same matter. There is a great law suit tacks upon the best citizens ot the
thing as the Stephesn bill. The sec-- , pending between the state of Kansas eait side and the west side. The arrotary of state, Hon. John Hay, heard and the state of Colorado in the su- ticle still further sorves to show to
me or. one hour against the negotiat- preme court ot the United States, the people of the city the character
which when determined
will settle and animus of the Albuquerque Citiing of any such treaty.
I was successful in my argument the question as to what, if any, inter- zen, which prints the lying telegrams
before the attorney general because state rights exist as to interstate riv- sent by this despicable alien," knowing
be refused to give any opinion to the ers with reference to the appropria- beyond the shadow of doubt that they
committee of the bouse of represent- - tion of water. New Mexico should are slanderous and deliberate lies.
ail
and, of course, I was success employ counsel and Join the litigation, This Is the same paper, by the way,
ful before the pommltiee,
because because her rights with reference to and again the only paper In the territhe waters of her own catchment tory that steals columns of matter
they refused to report the bill without
auth opinion. I was also successful areas will he forever settled to that from The Optic every day.
.
t
iMsfore the secretary of state as no ult
NEW CONNECTION WITH EL PASO
New Mexico, because ot the long
fuch treaty was negotiated, HowevBy the establishment of traffic relaer, as was stated In your editorial, residence within her borders of the tions between the Santa Fe Central,
that waa not the end of it.
farming Pueblo Indians, has the most the Denver A Rio Grande and the
The lobby from Texas around the ancient right to the watera of the Rio'
beRock Island a new connection
house of representatives kept the Grande infinitely better than that of tween
this city and El Paso will be
matter going ill through both ses- the republic, of Mexico, or. of the formed.
s
sions of the
Texas, Apart from this, New
congress, state"-o- f
The new route follows the Rio
1
was
forced to watch it contin- Mexico should Insist upon the apparand
Grande from Denver to Santa Fe,
uously. Senator Culberson, In hhe ently proper doctrine (hat there is no thence over the Santa Fe Central to
an
threatened
to amend the such thlngss
International prior Torrance, and thence via ttio Rock
Senate,
statehood bill so as to reserve the appropriation of waters, and that
Island to El Paso. It passes through
rlsjfct In the national .government, If there Is nothing In the community of
the southeastern part of New Mexico
--Sew
Mexico should become a state. najlotm obliging tho people of one
puts Denver in close connection
to control the waters of the Rio nation, or any part of itj to deprive and
with 'a part of that territory from
Grande. He did not press the ques themselves of any comfort or necesexbeen
which heretofore It has
tion, because it was pointed out to sity for (he benefit of people not be- cluded.
lilm that such a move would be longing lo that government, however
The value of this route cannot now
be to do an.
wholly inconsistent with the demo humane It might
ie determined, because so little traffic
cratic doctrine of Mate rights. When Its advocates propose to build this has
been developed that no one
the ' Irrigation bill was being passed interns) lonnl dam at a ctmt of per- can yet
tell what It will amount to. But
on the floor of (he house Congresshaps $3,000,0(10 Id this government; to the closer connection with El Paso
man Stephens of Texas attempted to cede a
piece of the public domain of will of itself be an Important gain,
amend It so as to deprive New Mex the United States (o the
itepubllc of since It will mean competition with
ico f any rlulit lo control the waters Mexico
mi that tho southern end of the Atchison. Topeka k Snnta Fe for
of the Rio Grande, but I promptly ob- - the dam will be under
(ho sovereignty all business between Kl Pao and this
Jocted, ana It was voted down over of that republic, and then proposes to
city together with points east of Den'
winimliiKly.
cstch the water In the dam and give ver.
i.n, ilk the iiotiplv. of New Mex
of (he wstor so Impounded
Denver has never enjoyed as close
ico to understand something more to the republic of Mexico, free of
traffic relations with the Interior of
about this question than they appear charge forever, In consideration of New Mexico or with El Paso as It
to. Certain interests at El Paso, and that republic waiving Us claim to
should have bad. That part of the
below it, have Joined with the repubdamages sualne! this country. southwest has been looked upon nuire
lic of Mexico In trying to force this This Is Indeed a peculiar consideraor less with Indifference by persons
bill for the erection of an Interna- tion, when the claim Itself has no
who might have effected a change,
tional dam through congress, The re- foundation In law, and when this and Denver business men have had
pair! Ic of Mexico has a claim on file country does not owe the republic of little either of opportunity or Inducetrfth the state department at Wash- Mexico a cent on that account.
ment to cultlvste the New Mexico
The passspe of the Irrigation act trsde. In a measure this will be
ington". :or; some fSO.ooo.Ooo against
u'runM'b for alleged damages has put a new phase on the water changed by the establishment of the
for water taken out of the Rio Grande queMnin
It h
been demonstrated new route. Denver Republican.
In Nw Mexico to the claimed damage that water caught on the head waof people living on the Mexican aide ters of a stream In reservoirs, or In a Protection Is the life Iniurance on
Indcstr'.
of ' ; river U'9w F"! Paso. The first erics of reservoirs, one below the
.

tl

time that question was submitted to
the attorney general of the United
States, in 1895 1 think, he decided
against, it, and announced the doctrine that appeals to the good sense
of every person, whether such per
son is a lawyer or not, that is, that
there Is nothing in the community of
nations that obliges one people to burden their catchment areas with auy
servitude In favor of the people of
another nation to the detriment of
themselves. lie also announced it as
his opinion that there was nothing In
the treaties between the United States
and the republic ot Mexico that
obliged the former to In any manner
deprive Its own people of water for
the benefit of the citizens of the republic of Mexico.
If It had not been for the management of the Elephant Butte Dam Co,,
particularly Dr. N. E. Boyd, who kept
watch of the parties Interested in this
International dam for more than
three years, at a time when New Mexico was paying little or no attention
to the matter, tho Stephens bill would
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PRESS COMMENTS.

Cost Hoi Considered !

Hunting Bigger Game.
Bears, bulls and lambs are too tame
for the sports in Wall street. Several
brokers will go to Abyssinia to bunt
elephants. From all accounts there is
a pretty big elephant in New York,
and a tiger, too. Portland Telegram.
CALIFORNIA

Our entire Line of

Mist go at

coiy price. We will need

the room for new fa.ll stock.

IS INTERESTED.

for Good Representation at
the Seattle Meeting.
It Is hoped that California will
be strongly represented at the Seattle
meeting. Our Interests In the trade
of the Orient are larger than those of
any other state, and, moreover, we are
directly concerned In evyfrjH ruovvnapnt
that tends to upbuild the great west.
The Transmlsslsslppi congress has established Itself as a distinguished actor in wetern development and should
have the cordial support of Caiffor-nla- .
fcan Francisco Call.

...

Anxious

China Cups and Saucers,
China Plates, from

WET
Jeweler and

JJa

.

25c to 95c

TAlWPElBTp
- -

-

Optician,

25 Cents and Up

-

-

COG

Doufftas Avenue.

A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTOR.

AMERICAN GIRL ON THRONE.

Daughter .of .Wisconsin .Missionary
Queen of Korea.
But the honor and glory the society
girl of the United States failed to
grasp In Europe, the humble daughter of a missionary has attained In
Asia. Last January Yl Hongs, the
emperor of Korea celebrated his for
tieth anniversary of coming to the
throne, and on the same day a beauti
ful Yankee girl, Emily Brown, the
daughter of an Appleton, Wis., missionary was crowned queen of Korea.
Her Infant son was also proclaimed
heir to the throne. Victoria (B. C.)
Times.

.

It Matters Not.
A political combination,

having for
Its object the control of the republl
can party and the offices In New
Mexico, Is being formed In Albuquerque, so say democratic papers. This
may be true and again it may not be
true, but If true there are stormy
times ahead for such a combine.
and honest republicans in
New Mexico are tired of combine and
gang rule and they will have no more
of It. The New Mexican takes no
stock in the reports circulated by
these papers; should they prove well
founded, however, why, then, In that
case, "Let 'er go, Gallagher." New
Mexican.

.
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the backward spring-- our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is
than usual at this time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is thelarger
time
to benefit by this clean-u- p sale. DON'T WAIT.

Owing- to
-

,

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.
Men's 83.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$2. 7b
up sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s.zes
and widths clean-u- p sale price . . . .$1.60
Ladies $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Oxfords, all sizes and widths clean-u- p
sale price
$2.00
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes-clea- n-up
sale price.
73c
,
Boys' J1.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
all sizes clean-u- p sale price
75c
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
sizes sale price
25c

Men's 75c and $1,00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
Men's $1.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p

sale price

Men's $2.00 Straw Hats

50c
$1.00

clean-u- p

sale price

$1.50

Men's $2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
$2.00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
sale price.
..15c
rVNE lot of Infants $1.00 red and
blue3 $trap Sandals,' sizes

v

2i

to 5

clean-u-

sale price
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Art Wall Papers

High

What Did Morgan Gain.
One guess is as good as another as
to what the British government
means to do; but a canvass of the
shipping trade would probably show
that intelligent guesses all point in
one direction. Having got Mr. Moragree
gan Involved In
ments which Insure the English character of tho fleet of the International
mercantile marine so far as the same
was British before the merger, and
taken care that the operation of the
company shall remain under British
Influence, and insured all the busi
ness possible for British shipyards,
and retained a mortgage upon Its
ships in case ot war which would per
mit It to withdraw them from trade
and make them adjuncts to the Brit
GROCER.
ish navy, and enlisted a considerable
block of "Yankee" capital and magnifying the Importance of Great Britain in the carrying traJe, It proposes
adequately to punish the Impertinence
of the adventurous Yankee In med
Rmmdy torn Cmh
lm
Kmw Dwn-dling with matters which did not concern him by making the Cunard line
a special protege of the government,
subsidizing It exclusively and using
It as a club to beat the life out of the
New Jersey corporation which under
took to merge British lines and move X tfyom ommt
what
yom wamt mmywmmmmlmhtm
their offices to New York. What advantage Mr. Morgan and his associates have obtained, or hope to obtain from the merger, does not appear; what advantage this country
mmd
you'll
can gain from It would have to be
yom will mot mmmd to
searched for with a microscope of
Co mmyvukmeo
high power. The reluctance of the
onytmhtg yom wamtyom
management of the merger to give
any information concerning Its plans
and Its probable future leaves everyone free to think what seems to him
most reasonable, and If the conclusion
h reached In the absence of authoritative statements that the International mercantile ma,rlne Is underIjh Vwhs 'Phone i;il
going something very like persecution
Roller Mills,
: las
that conclusion will not be surprising
New York Times.
J. R.SMITH,
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B. M. Williams.
V DENTIST

TS moil meoWn appliances
for
Dentistry. V V
Bridie St. - - LasVegae.N. M

Money Under Lock and Key
At this bank is not only absolutely
safe, but convenient as well.
It can be drawn at any time or used
for payments of accounts In this or
any other town. Deposit, your sur
)lus funds In this bank, where they
will bear Interest, and the temptation
win not be so great to spend that
which you may need by and by.
Plaza Trust & Savings Bank,
LAS VEOAS, N. M.

JsrriKgoK

H.E. VOGTtLCO.
ISAKITOY FLICKS
Staam and
Hot Water

Mat-hoeu-

FOR SALE Vitrified brick. I have
H.OOO Santa Fe ornamental brick
to sell. Inquire of Rev. P. Ollbcrton
at west side parish residence. 8 Jfi

SCHAEFER

ESTABLISHED IS88.

Dr.

Prep.

ty.

ScvU by

DRUGGIST
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Wholesale and Hvtall Dealer In
T
Capt. llobson's eyes are not in such
ri0UR.CRAHA1.C0Rn MEAL. BRAN J
serious condition as to prevent him
from seeking the democratic congresWHEAT. ETC.
sional nomination In the 16th AlabaHltrhestcash
prloe
natit fur Mllllnl Whoat
ma district. The captain is being sadHwd WliMtt (or Sale In Season Z
Colorado
ly missed In the consideration from the
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
navy. For some reason he has lately
MMMIf Ml
disappeared from public view, and an
election to congress may be needed
Go to Mrs.. Laura Poole Wright for
to rehabilitate bis influence In conall
of
the new outing hats; just received,
wicked
the
with
Slay,
tending
a full line. Successor to Mrs.
w hom the captain has made a special-
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Repairiig Promptly Dose.
BHOP

Corner Seventh and Dongls

Halut

tUVNOMM. CaHbler,

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Embalmer.

Heating.

i

RaTNOLM, President,
HSBMaa D. Mtsrs. Vltw-rr-e.
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Cut Flowers....
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Among the happy folk who will go
out to Harvey's tomorrow are Ed
the
Stern of Ilfeld's, his mother,
Misses Stern and their guests the
Misses Furth.
J. W. Travis, principal teacher at
the Albuquerque Government Indian
ashool, passed, through the city this
afternoon on his way to his Denver
headquarters1
Chas. Kerhman, the St. Louis hat
salesman, left last evening for Santa
Fe on a business trip.. He took along
his two boys, leaving the remainder
of his family in the city.
El Doradpi Ed .Cpbney, Pueblo,
Colo.; F. D. Morse,, Santa Rosa; Mrs,
Mrs. L. DeMolt, Pueblo,

P. W. Zimmerman, Albuquerque.
Bar
Misses Mary and Winifred
nett, who have been visiting rela
tives in , Albuquerque , for several
weeks, passed through Las Vegas
to En
yesterday ontheir
A.tn , nous.
Van
X
Frank
copper milling
man of Denver arrived yesterday
f
with his family. They went at once
out to the reduction works on the
Tecolote where fhey will take up
their residence. Mr. ati.l Mrs.. W'G. Garrard. Mrs
W. L. Crockett 'anfl son, Dan, Mr,
and Mrsi C. L."Harrls and daughter,
Charlotte, and Miss Kate Stapp com
pose a camping party on the Rio de
m cua.
Mrs. W. E. Parsons and Miss Wll
lie Kerr of Santa Fe passed through
the city : yesterday on their way east
Mrs. Parsons goes to Chicago to visit
her brother, and Miss Kerr will re
main for some weeks In Kansas City,
At Castaneda: Lon M. Well, Kan
aas City;' T. N.'Tooks, Denver; B. G.
Settle, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Jan. H.
Cravens and family, Kansas City; R.
M. Clayton and daughter, Lubbock;
Wm. Arc' er, E. L. Taylor, Topeka;
W. S. Hammond, Jr., Denver; Jess C.
.
"Lewis, Pueblo.
Mrs. Emma Marshall, president of
the territorial W. Cr T. U., ,
No. 2 today for a tripto Denver. Mrs.
Marshall will be absent in Denver
several weeks and on her return trip
will visit several towns in the northern part of .the territory in the Interests of the organization, which sli&
way-hom-
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OF LAS VEGAS.

Irrigated

"

L. Robertson,

Well All
Doing
Crops
Kinds of StocK in Good Condition.

lft

represents.

DON'T

SANTA FC,
August 6, 1903
The weather of the past week continued hot and dry, with high drying
winds unusual at this season. Irrigation water is beginning to fail in some
localities, but as a rule it la still Sufficient for all needs.
Unirrigated
crops are suffering greatly, corn especially being badly dwarfed' and
wilted; but under irrigation corn is
growing rapidly and will soon be gen
erally in silk, in northern counties.
All kinds of stock are reported in
very good condition, and improving,
but tire prairies are beginning to look
rains being needed to in
b:owii,
sure fall and winter feed. Threshing
is in progress in the upper Rio Grande
valley; the yield and quality of the
wheat is very good. The second crop
in
secured
of alfalfa Is generally
northern counties, with a fair yield.
Peaches, plums, pears and early apples are ripe in northern orchards;
the yield is very Irregular, but as a
rule the quality is good. Grasshoppers are doing considerable damage
in the valley of northern countte3,
damaging corn and alfalfa. A severe
hail storm in the vicinity of Las Ve
gas on the night of August 1, consid
erably damaged vegetation. On some
northeastern ranges the calf crop of
the season was far below the average
The following remarks are extract
ed from the reports of correspond
N. M ,

El-wi- n

t

FRAKX SPR:NGER,Vloo-Prm- s.
F. D. JAKVARY, Asst. Omsklar

l

OFFICERS:

J. M. CUKXMOHAM, President
O. r. HOSKINS, Oashler

BUSINESS

INTEREST PAID ON

I

gd

S H. OOKE,

. W. KELLY, VIoe.PresUMii
D. T. HOSXIXS, Treasurer

President

PAID UP CAPITAL,

030,000.00

WSAVE your earning by depoaltlngthem In THE IAS VC3AS SAVINGS BAMK,
wharo ithey will bring
you anlnooma. "Every dollar aavodla two dollar madam"
Mo danamlta raaalwad ol lama than Al. Intaramt naldnmaU Hannltmnt AMmmtt nvmm.

MATCH PRICES
Oft

Tt"E DEPOSITS.

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAUK

People know vhcre they get
their money's worth every time.

t

i

with vny house in my line
on anything they offer.

I

Heinzs' Pure

it'
in,
i
Apple mi imp i
i

NOTICE.

ents:
Albert H. M. Hanson Hot and
dry, and vegetation considerably wilt
ed. One light rain during the week but
the relief afforded was of brief dnra- tion. Third alfalfa has made a good
growth and with a little rain would
make a good crop. Highest tempera
ture, 101; lowest, 59; rain, 0.41.
Arabela H, M. Richardson Dry
and hot and everything is drying up.
Surface water for the stock has
nearly all dried up. Highest tempera
ture. 94; lowest, 60; rain, 0.10.
Bell Ranch C. M. O'Donel A hot
and dry week; rain 13 needed on the
range as the grass is drying up. July
has been a dry month, and the sum.- mer so far drier than usual. Old al
falfa has yielded two wops but new
ly sown has had no chance, excepting
where well legated. Rainfall for
the month, 0.73; lor me ween, irace
Dorsey Will C. Barnes A hot and
dry week; grass on the prairies Is
drying up fearfully, and the ranges
are getting very yellow. Stock of all
kinds Is fat at present but we must
have rain soon and In plenty. Calf
crop here has not averaged over 30

n

For Preserving.

I have secured from two of the biggest
tailoring' houses in the United States a concession of 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
before August 1st, and I am giving all of this
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
to order your suits and trousers.

RYAN

& BLOOD

Both Phones,

stiu: KT.

507 SIXTH

"The Old Reliable."

call- WHY not have a new,
UressT
as
as
a
well
card
ling
stylish
OrdeV a shaded old English card at
The Optic.

k. Lewis Shoe & Clothing Co.

EPICURES

LAS CRUCES

of fastidious
tastes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject of im
of
the Joseph ported salad oils; be is an expert on
Miss Seda Talbott
out the week. Highest temperature,
comes to the subject, at Herman's, fancy gro
which
Newman
.no'
rain.
Campany,
47;
95; lowest,
Las .Vegas Wednesday, Aug. 26, has cer's, Bridge street.
R. M. HARDINGE,
this season a number of bright selecSection Director.
tions which include two monologues, FINE BUGGY
ADVERTISED LETTERS. .
"Through the Keyhole," and " Wo AND SURREY
The following list of letters remain- man's Institution," a dramatic piece
TOR SALE AT
ed uncalled for in the Las Vegas of- "As the Moon Rose," and a dialect
fice for the week ending August 7, impersonation
entitled, "Encourage
1903:
.;
ment." She will also appear with Mr. Livery and Vehicles.
Bridge Street
3
.
Newman in a little comedy, "X Mat
Avlla, Refuflto, Aagon.
rimonial Advertisement."
Archibeuque, Juanlta.
Guaranteed not
F NT
pM
,
to crack, warp
Barcla, Fred.
tVfai
I have now an expert saddlemaker
WVMUrXO or heave.
Babb, Walter A.
and will turn out as fine work as any Ten years experience. Refer to The
Beltran, Isidrav Analla.
one
la that line. J. C. Jones, Harness Optio and J. H. Fox. Address or call
William.
Beggs,
on M. E. Everett, 108 .Wastlngton Ave.
Shop, Bridge St.
Chllds, Arthur.

ANTELOUPE
Equalled in Flavor by None

HARNESS

RECEIVED 1AILY:Y

J. H. Stearns,

COOLEY'S

l
ll
w

Cia, Marcelllno Y.
Cochran, W. C.
Cole, Clarence.
Dlmas, Juan Antonio.
Gallegos, Max.
Gonzales, Lenterlo.
Horman, Ellse.
Holmes, Apolonia.
Garals, Clara.
Healy, James.

Grocer.

IO

Browne & Manzanares Co

Prettty New Fall Hats,
Also outing hats for the warm sea
son. Just received, fine gauze under
Shop on Douglas avenue, next door to
wear, notions, stationery, etc.,
gallery, rrompt ana care
runong's
The Misses O'Brien, Bridge St fill
attAit.lnn irlvan
to all work. Esti- - M D
Your investment guaranteed. Did mates furnished. IS. I t
you know the Aetna Building Assoc!
atlon pays 6 per cent Interest on spe
1NECARRIAGES-VE- N
cial deposits? Before placing money
Carload just received.
elsewhere see us and get the best rate
Handsome and reliable work.
of Interest, Geo. H. Hunker, Secre
Call and Bee New Styles.
tary.
Bridge Street.
Ragan, the we it side photographer.
We are going to leave the city in the
near future for Waterloo, Iowa, where
we have already purchased a fine to
Bridge street near E. Romero Hose
studio. As long as we remain here House.
Come and see me for photos,
we will give the people the benefit of
views, buttons; developing and finish
very low prices and no better work
J. B. MARTINEZ.
Ing for amateurs.
made Is the city.

BUILDING

.
per cent
Folsom Jackson Tabor The pa3t
week has been hot and dry and grass
on the range is almost as dry as in
fall. Water is drying up; all but the
best springs are falling. All kinds
Hargrave, W. L.
of stock are looking well and" getting
Herical, Lemaro.
fatter every day. Unless we get rain
Kuhn, B P.
be
will
of
alfalfa
second
the
cutting
Young, Wesley.
short. Highest temperature, 90; lowTownsend, Oliver Clay.
est, 50; no rain.
Syme, Chas.
Fort Stanton Ernest W. Halstead
Stowell, Helen.
a
no
rain
excepting
and
hot;
Dry
t
Emit.
S'egura,
light shower on the 28th. Irrigation
Rlbero, Lorenzo.
water again very short Second alReed, W. H.
falfa being cut. Highest temperature,
Porterfleld, T. 0.
0.06.
49;
rain,
93; lowest,
Whit-morMoulton, F. H.
E.
Gallinas
Springs Jas.
Mlera, Torlbio.
We are having very hot weathJoe.
McCafe,
Is
er and the grass
getting very dry.
Parties calling for the same will
The grass Is breaking off but cattle
'
advertised.
, ;
are looking very well. Highest tem- please say
F.
0.
BLOOD,
perature, 101; lowest, 59; rain, trace.
Postmaster,
Golden R. M. Carley Dry and hot
and grass and crops suffering. The
Lost Child's filigree gold ring be
all
pratrles are drying rapidly and
tween bridge and C. Ilfeld's residence
rain
the grass will dry up unless
Reward for return to Optic Office.
comes soon.
Hobart W. H. Hough, High, dryins-- winds during the week. Corn and
alfalfa being damaged by grasshop
1
pers. Wheat threshing Is In progress.
Lou ,J. Thornhill Hot
and dry, with considerable wind the
last few days, and a few light showers.
F. P. WARING, Mssigtr.
A good crop of second, alfalfa Is all
condition.
Unirrigatsecured In- good
ed corn looks, poorly.'- Twenty-fivminutes of hail oA th .night of the
1st damaged corn and vegetation
e
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The Photo Tent Moved

The Las Vegas Light ft Fust Co .
are now prepvetf to mrnlih willow
Creek coal at $4.50 pir ton Centered,

or

$3.90

by the car

127-t- f

MiMIHMIIIHimi

AND

PELTS

DEALERS IN . .
Afl Kinds of Nauvt Produce.

Plows, Harrows, GrJttvaton,
McCormica'i Aowtn and ftuotn

Gray! .ThreshJit J

MachiMs,

Hay, Rsles, Bain Vigam,
Grain and Wool Bap,
Tics. Penes Wire.
Ranch Suffmu, Ntvojo Eswktti,
Hay. Grain and had,'.-- .
..,:,..

ARSAQE CANS are required
by law. We will make to ord
or any slse wanted. . Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY 4 tUNDT,
'Vegas 'Phone 10.

500 Killed Today In Vegas.
If you want fresh dressed chickens,
home grown, fat and tender, go to
Pete Roth's, Douglas Ave.

HIDES

WOOL,

BaJ

t

SAMPLE

Ct
.

LINE AM0LES0APS.

0

n

a

II

Diraiiiif ata House i

Las-Veg-

i

I

-

-

e

Bedrock Louis Chample Corn and
cane made good growth during the
week, and the second crop or. anaua
secured In good condition. Mountain
rains renewed Irrigation water, which
continues to answer all demands.

25 cent Discount t You Never
TLio ilft?
I Cotif

Santa Fe

U. S.

continues

Weather
hot and dry but

irrigation water

I

r

DRIED FRUITS ANDJVEOETABLES:

1

ON ALL

Lace Curtains

It Deafs

EVP&SO, TEXAS.

i

Anything

Lace Door Panels
Rope Portieres

for pleasure and comfort
the Hutchins Horizontal

Tapestry Curtains
AND

JOSEPH

Swinr Denver 6 RioGrande Ry.C

Roller

Tapestry Table Covers
FOR

The Scenic Line of the World

ONE WEEK

NEWMAN

and
Everybody

Come

ONLY.

Bureau-Wea- ther

COMPANY

Unirri
Is sufficient.
much
wilted,
looks
corn
very
gated
v Joseph Newman,.
.Song rtumoriit
and early rains are needed to make T, Miii lis Sunup, . .
Early a) Miu Cirlofta Blxlw,
..Viollslit
any sort of a crop of "it
MiM Ssds Talboti,. ..... ImssrHMVMor
peaches are scarce but of very good
Pianist
MM inex Brown,
otialltiv. Inflated crops, especially K
alfalla, is growing rapidly. Highest
The Laughable Comedietta
temperature, 87; lowest, 66; rain, 0.01.
A Matrimonial Advertisement &
Watrous M. C. Needham Drought
Is still unbroken and range and crop
Rnwtrved Seats at Mrs. Warlns'a
Perry Onion pays cash and cood conditions are not promising. High,
siatioBery sior.
prices tor household goods. Monte
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 27L 14J tf warm winds have prevailed throughPenn-sylvanla-

1

Surplus, $50,CC3.C0

Capital PaU In, $100,000.00

MAKE

A?

En Route to San
Francisco.
The special train of Pullmans, containing Pennsylvanians en route to attend the National Encampment of the
Grand Army of the Republic at San
Francisco, will be In Lai Vegas, Tuesday, Aug. 11, 12:45 p. m. On the train
will be Commander-in-Chie- f
Thomas
J. Stewart, and staff, himself a
and some 200 other of the
boys who wore the blue from the
Keystone state, with forty battle-flag- s
of Posts 2 and 8, Philadelphia,
and Post 128 of Alleghany City,
Department Commander
Walton and staff.
Pennsylvanians

"'' ' 01

tifHii

in

New Optic: M. T. Wright, Pueblo;
S. L. Weil, Pueblo, Colo.
Mrs. Ralph Gohlke was a visitor
from the Springs today.
Hon. F. A. Manzanares of this city
'
spent yesterday In Santa Fe.
The Rev.'G. R. Rendon, who was
here for a few days, has returned to
Santa Fe.
W. E. Gortner Is expected tonight
in return from hU trip to the old
home in Indiana.
Gutierrez Bros, the Tecolote
were in town today buying
stock for their store.
Conductor and Mrs. Upton Hays
left this morning for Westport, Mo.,
10 spena several weens.
Mrs. J. H. Shuckhart of Mosca,
Colo., f3 visiting with her niece, Mrs.
E. H. Smith on Fifth street.
H. K. Leonard went out to his Mora
valley saw mill this morning after a
short visit with his family in town.
La Pension: W. K. Bayless, D. O.
Geo. H.
Mo.;
Bayless, Columbia,
Grant and wife, Chicago; E. Wilder,
Denver.
J. E. Moore and his bright daughter,
Miss Ruby, will be among the little
army that will move to Harvey's to
morrow.
W. K. Bayless, a prominent citizen
of Columbia, Mo., is here on a visit
to his daughters. He is accompanied
by his son, D.'O. Bayless.
Rawlins House: Jno. Groendyke,
Bellvllle, Kans. ; J. M. Lind, Denver;
J. B. Robinson, Burton, Kans; E. S.
Weeks, Douglas, A. T.; W. R. Lott,
Anil.
Dr. McNary, Miss Norah McNary
and Mr. and Mrs. Jas. G. McNary
vent down to Kin Kale ranch this
afternoon to spend a couple of days
as the guests "trt" Prof, and Mrs. Hew.
(J

AUGUST 7, 1903

BRAG

HIGH DRYING WINDS UNUSUAL.
AT THIS SEASON, PREVALENT

Contractor H. C. Williams Is
Santa Fe on business.

ett.

AND CROPS.

OPTIC

f

J

a

',

At the
only place
in town

ulur prices.
Our new store will not be ready for
us for two weeks yet, therefore call at
419-43-

Railroad Avcihm.

ROSENTHAL
FURNITURE CO.

.
The most direct Hue
Mexico to nil the principal
mining camps aud agricultural districts in
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregou ami W'sshi
Trains dupart from Sant Fe, N'M, at ( a. m. and arrive i
with all tl
p. m. dally except Sunday, m&klucoiincUoii4
"
east and west bound trams.
.
All Through Trains carry the latest pattern Pullman Bland ordinary sleeping cars, chair cars and perfect svt
)
Dining cars, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations made by telegraph upon appllostloi
advertising matter, rates and farther Information apply t
from-New-

TAKE A RIDE

ltniieniber! You must bring this
advertisement and the cash to secure
the 2Ti per cent or off from the rcg

the Old Stand.

i

I

Thompson Hardware

X

Douglas Avenue.

to

MlltHHIMMMimiM

J.

. DAVIS.

S. K.

Hocn

Asut kRwer. W
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEUEtlTS.

Ciscsi

Directory.

Brief ItcHUine of the Important

wanteo.
r-- rr

ARCHITECTS,
HOLT A HOLT,
Architect and Civil Engineer.

WANTED

A

first-clas-

s

Professor Owen for the successful
effort he has made in this line.
o
Getting Ready: A team of fifteen
firemen has been organized and is
practicing daily to get in shape to
take care of the laurels of the Santa
Fe fire department at the territorial
tournament which will be held In
that city September 25 Inclusive. It
is expected to have contest teams
from all the principal places In the
territory at this tournament, and the
team that takes the first place will
have to be up and doing from now
till the tournament Is held. The Santa Fe firemen are going to be In
shape to Bhow the visitors what Is
called "quick and efficient work.'

territory.

THE

salesman;

k Doing

In New

Mex-ic-

OPTIC AUGUST 7, 1903

o

Town.

In
must be experienced
general
merchandise an
Spanish
speak
fluently; good salary and perma-Ma- MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
nent position to right party. AdB.
dress with references, Leon
Stern, Albuquerque.
Abe Gold of Santa Fe Is very ill.
p

THE

MEADOW

CITY.

Seme Thing About Las Vga
Oenerally Known to the
Outside World.

Document Blanks

Not

Las Wgas.meanlng The Meadows."
a the county seat of San Miguel coun-.y- ,
lies oi both sides of the GaUinas
tver, and. with its suburbs, has about

FOR SALE

Las Vegas Publishing Co.

inhabitants.
It has excellent water works, arc
stores, beautiful residences
and incandescent electric light plant,
telephone exchanges, headquarters of
man with horse
WANTED-You- ng
the Atchison railway system, isew
o
Mexico division, together with railE. E. Mensch, a jeweler, committed
and buggy wishes to collect, solicit or
ATTORNEYS.
road
machine shops and
suicide
in
Alamogordo.
"Modest
do light delivery.
salary.
works, stock yards and large sheep- o
Hi HUD.kt,j A.ttorB5r at
care
Address
Optic.
Modest,
'.
shearing and dipping plants.
Office.
.
block,
Vegas, N.
About fifty of the Indians who were
West of the river, the old town has
li-t- f
M.
WANTED G(K)d
girl for general sent to the Colorado beet fields have
the quaint and picturesque Mexican
'
housework. Inquire at 1059 Sixth
appearance adobe houses, narrow,
the Indian school
returned to
George P. Money, Attorney-At-La61
Some men are proud of their mis crooked streets, native people and
"
United
State at- and
at Albuquerque.
customs, handicrafts and occupations:
deeds and ashamed of their virtues.
torney, office In Olney building, East
o
HENT'
but the plaza and all of the new town.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Cold Strike Quite an excitement east of the
river, constitute a distinc
During the first seven months of
FOR RENT For light housekeep- - this year at Socorro alone 241 mining has been produced by the gold strike tive American city. The streets are
Frank Springer, Attorney-At-Lawide and well graded, while sidewalks
Offlce in Crockett building, East Las Ing gulte of rooms, 417 Eighth st.
locations were officially put on rec- recently made at Gold Gulch, throe
abound, shaded with growing trees.
Vegan, N. M.
miles
from
The
Grant
Central,
county,
8.59 ord.
This does not look as if the
Three parks, Oiled with grass and
runs
to
ton
ore in the vein
the
$700
trees, add to the beauty and healthfulroom, with mining Industry Is languishing in New and the find was made on the Owl
FOR RENT-Furni- shed
by ness of the place. Handsome and
Mexico.
or
for light housekeepuse ot bath;
the owner, A. A. Hamilton. The sa- and innumerable lawns, set ln grass
NM
o J.
with shrubbery and
jng, Mrs. Clements, 920 GaUinas
Corn
Peter
of
ssy was made by C. P. Crawford in and adorned
The
sheepherdors
A. A. Jonas, Attorney-At-LaOfflowers, combine to proclaim a culturAve.
runs
Rita.
The
streak
Santa
a
pay
strike for
near Carlsbad, went on
fice In Crockett building, East Las
ed community, possessed of all mod
FOR RENT Desirable business room higher wages, and Romolo Salas. cap-lai- from twelve to fifteen Inches In width, ern comforts and conveniences.
Vegas, N. M,
Las Vegas is the natural sanatonext to Rosenthal Bros.' on Lincoln
of the gang, sued Corn for breach the entire vein matter being about 46
DENTIST8.
of the United States, combining
avo. W. M. Lewis, Undertaker.
to
the feet wide. The find was made at a rium
of contract and damages
more natural advantages than any
deIn
fifteen
mass
of
of
a
feet
depth
Or. E. L Hammond, Dentist, Sucamount of $26.05.
other place in America. Her thermal
cessor to Dr. Decker, rooms suite No. Furnished rooms for light housekeep
cono
composed quartz. The foot-wawaters are the equal of the Hot
hours-Office
block.
t
7, Crockett
9
ing, with bath, 1022 Fourth St.
According to official statistics, New sists of decomposed iron- - and granite Springs of Arkansas.whlle her climate
12 and 1:30 to 5:00. L. V. 'Phone 239,
Mexico has produced in the past forty and Is very clearly defined at this Is Infinitely superior. There is no
Colo. 115.
malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
yeara skiraihlng tike $18,000,000 depth.
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
a
is
o
ti.iy
quite
worth of gold. This
HOTELS.
pure, dry, rarified. and highly electri
or
House
to
Club
the
apply
bouses;
The tuberculosis
sanitarium in fieda certain cure tor consumption,
little sum and no one would object to
181-tf- .
R. II. Oolko, Hot Springs.
Central Hotsl, Popular Rats, Clean
be taken in time. The
Course of construction by Dr. Hugh E. If
having It in his wallet.
oeaa. uougias avenue.
a sneclflp for liver,
hot
waters
are
east
mesa
on
of AlbuquerSmith
the
and" blood disorders.
rooms
FOR RENT Two furnished
rheumatic
skin,
ride
crack
Carlsbad's
Thomas
York,
HARNESS.
que is looming up rapidly. . Over Her Montezuma hotel Is the finest hosMrs. Josfor light housekeeping.
from
twenty rooms are already enclosed telry between Chicago and California,
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth and shot, has accepted a challenge
J. C Jones, The Ham
147-t- i
A. H. Hardy of Montona, for a three and the work is
National Ave., No, 723.
Maker,
progressing steadily and is situated ln a beautifu canyon.
Bridge street.
five miles from town, where the hot
shoot with rides, for $1,000 a under the
supervision of the enter
FOR' RENT Grass pasture on Mesa days'
springs, forty in number, come boilaide and gate receipts, the contest to prising doctor, who
of
two
RESTAURANTS.
Can
mo3t
miles
east
of
spends
ranch,
city.
ing to the surface. Besides this.
take care of cattle, mules anj hors be pulled off at Omaha, Neb.
his time at the scene of operations. St Anthony's Banitarlam, conducted
f
-- o
es. Inquire 716 Orand avenue.
Duval's Restaurant Short Order
He says that almost all the rooms, by the Sisters of Charity, and the
county or sanitarium
iteguiar meals, center street
Sheriff Baca of Valencia
are already Plsra Sanitarium, conducted by Dr.
wards,
FOR HIRE, Cheap Team and rig
n Curtlss Bailey. M. D.
winsied Antonio Garcia, an old Mexl- spoken for and that In the course of a W
326.
for
campers. Vegas 'phone
L.
TAILORS.
Vegas is the distributing point
can, who assaulted a man In a Belen I few months he expects to have at
fo. nearly all New Mexico By the
Mexican
The
knife.
a
with
saloon
i. B. Allen, The Douglas Avsnu
(least fifty rooms fitted up. The cot-- Atchison system, she has connection
ran when the sheriff appeared but
tailor.
with Kansas on the east, Colorado on
For Rent
adobe alreaJy fom a
the north, Arizona and California on
a snoi orougui miu
luUu- B,,
,h,-- h
in- Nice office room, 17.00.
the west, and Texas and Old Mexico
PHYSICIANS.
Is not dangerously wounded.
house, Railroad ave. $7.50.
day. There seems to be no doubt on the south. Besides these, she has
R. B
that the scheme will be a great suc- more stage lines, connecting her- with
Oarpento, M. D.
The pupils and teachers attending
Allwrt Wlikliwoa, M. O.
room house on Railroad avenue, $9. the summer school at Taos, were sur- cess and that It will develop into an tributary territory, than has any other
town ln New Mexico. This territory
2nd Throat
81.
Institution. :
Eye Esr, Nose
and delighted by a visit and Important
Includes the' entire section east and
prised
itnonnz, n, s. Mills Build- 4 room house on Lincoln Aave., $12.
south of the mountains,
and com
lag, opp. Hotel Sheldon,
address by Mr. Volght, the
stirring
EL PAHO,
4 rom house on Seventh street, $9.
TEXAS.
Legitimate Business Secure.
prises the counties of Colfax, Mora,
secretary
general
newly appointed
The worst may be over in Wall Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
9 room house on Main street, $10.
for the world's Christian Endeavor
SOCIETIES.
We trust it is. It does not Dona Ana, Grant Chaves, Lincoln, an
street.
are
Mr. Volght and party
union.
of Valencia and BerEddy .with
seem
"Nr rprobatyle that quotations can nalillo a parts
Eatala Knl
J
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of P,
a trip through New Mexico,
country
making
larger than all New
Co
InvMtnwnt
i 8lnk much
ln the mor8 England. This takes
lwer- noau every Monday at 8 p. m., at VlUUrVC
In the famous
and physical bene recreation
(125 Douglas Avenue.
seeking
their Castle ball, third floor ClemenU
valley of the Rio Grande, and the less
Diock, corner Sixth street and Grand
'
ing an possime adverse enecis upon famous, but not less excellent valley
0
avenue.
FOR SALE.
J. J. JUDKIN8, C.
of the Peces the finest fruit sections
tne
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. 8.
country of a period or reaction. of the weet
Grant Provided For: professor it. i
SAUL ROSENTHAL, II. of F.
There There are eight large wholesale
5 lots, fine location on Fourth St., a it. nmnt. iftte nrlncinal of the Santa, We shall weather the storm
ne omy houses, whose trade extends through
DOUl
ueBUOn
71176. Fe high school and who was married,'8 "
I. O. O. P, Us Vegas Ledge, No. 4,
bargain It taken soon.
and into the ad'go must be out the Territory,while
meets every Mondav evenlnv at thalr 3 room house, with fine lot on Grand to Miss Fulsom on July 10, was re--! J,,estlon ,g
the volume of
B ae joining sections;
108
halt, Sixth street All visiting breth8n,P "f
Ave., $400.
this trade, and the value of the stocks
cently elected superintendent of the,Jw,Bone?.10
ren are cordially Invited to attend. J,
hni. f nif Mm. nv. Cal iuP- Legitimate miBiness ana inausiry which they carry, cannot be duplicat
H. York, N. O. W. M. Lewis, V, G.; Five room house, bath, hot and cold U.um
.
.
location
Tllden
nn
fine
water:
r l was wl 8 w lne tenl or Keep"1 we ed weal of Kansas City and south of
nf t nno .
T. M. Klwood, Sec.; W.
Crites,
I
1eaver. Three merchants' brokers
1.100
700
II
hal.
trnnt
onlv
nf mnthft- - great mass
rash.
rhair
.Wind lr tha
Trees.; 8. R Dearth, Cemetery
to the bulk of honest have selected the city as their dis
Trustee.
ance on small monthly payments. Latlcs la the normal school at Drain. an
amount of their
of profit. But the tributing center, the
7122 Ore. He accepted the latter position caplUI some margin
yearly sales exceeding, in the aggre
B. P. O. I Meets First And Third
business of marshaling bogus capital gate, the combined sales of all other
Thursday evenings, each month, at Splendid borne just outside the city as being the more desirable one.
for
the exploitation of the people to such brokers In New Mexico. The
Sixth street lodge room.
Visiting
limits. No city tax to pay. $2,650.
are
brothers cordially ivlted.
the
JosouU
of
profit of stock Jobbers and pro- retail merchants, of Las Vegas,
Seiia
Miss
the
Talbott
more numerous, and carry larger and
A. A. MALONHY, Exalted Ruler.
knocked
been
moters has
effectually
Newman Campany, which comes
better stocks ot goods than do the raand '
T. E. BLAUVELT, See.
Slut :
in the head, for a wnne ai least.
28.
WednnsdAV
An
I
Invoslmant Co. i r viir
tal! merchants of any other town In
MUUlXC.
this Territory or Arizona.
Springfield Republican.
tfi) uouffian Avenue,
Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. A A. M.
this season a number of bright
111
Las Vegas has two daily and six
communications
two
third
Include
which
Regular
lions
monologues,
ALE Five room cottage with ThrouKh
weekly papers, three banks, three
The Aldrlch Boom.
the Keyhole." and " Wo-Thursday in each month. - Visiting FOR 8
and loan associations, six hoThe facts are sufficient to eliminate building
brothers cordially Invited. Chas.UI. bath; inquire of Mrs. D. R. Snyder, man's Institution." a dramatic piece
tels,
many
hoarding bouses, nine
54
8
915, Second streut.
a number ot clubs,
"As the Moon Rose," and a dialect Platfs candidate for
Sporleder, secretary; O. L. Gregory,
e
churches,
W. II.
For Sale Vitrified brick. I have imnr.nniiiinn ontuind "Rncourane- - from the list of eilglbles. The New and all of the leading civic and
U
statement social societies; a roller flour mill,
12,000 Santa Fe ornamental brick to ment." She will also appear with Mr.' York loader's additional
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F, Meets
for Aldrlch Is capacity, fifty barrels per day;
Mnfa that "the outlook
VAmmnn In at IIHIa tf m a A V '
res
side
sell.
west
at
Inquire
parish
d
second and fourth Thursday evenings
five
establishments,
promising now that Governor Yates cleaning 3,000,000 pounds ot wool an
rlraonlal Advertisement."
of each month at the I. O. O. F. hall. idence.
t
f
'
consldera
from
himself
Mrs. Sarah Roberts, N. O.; Mrs. Bar-A- h
I has removed
o
brewery and
nually; a
ill have a humorous aspect bottling establishment; a manufactory
Crttes, V. O.; Mrs. A. J. Werts, FOR SALE Cheap; good buggy and
A fatal aorlilnnt. nocnrreil in front tlon
harness. Apply to Whit, this of
flee.; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Trees.
ot mineral and carbonated waters;
nf the denot at Alamogordo last Fri to Illinoisans who have never accused
Wi
three wagon and carriage factories; sad
fice.
of
Las Vegas Royal Arch Chapter No.
the
contemplat
seriously
governor
4
train
as
No.
passenger
day nlEht
die and harness factory; a foundry,
dl
I. Regular convocations first Monday
or
lUH
'
iron RAI.1& Seven two rear old I fmm El Paso was mi me out by lns rce
electric light . plant, three planing
s
in each month. Visiting companions
knows no more about mills, and other enterprises of leu lm
registered Hertford bulls; acclimated, which an Itinerant speclacle vender. If Senator Piatt
se
generally Invited. M. R. WHIlams,
vaccinated and In fine condition. Ash was ground up by the wheels. The;puci conditions in tne weBi man portance.
H. P.; C. H. Sporleder, See,
at
A city ball, four public school build
man was evidently trying to get on this remark would Indicate he woulJ
ley Pond, Jr., Watrous, N. M. 169 tf
Masonic temple, opha
ings, court-houstask
abandon
the
las
Vegas Cemmanaery K. T. No.
better
the rods under the coach, and being
era house. Territorial Normal school
un
1. Regular conclave second Tuesday
intoxicated fell and was run over. His of selecting a national ticket The and Territorial Insane asylum and pub
of each month,
tui
Visiting knights
Cla-- k.
E.
neck was almost severed, chest crush- - j Piatt (Inum) Aldrlch boom la too light lic buildings, constructed of red and
welcomed.
8.
John
cordially
spl
white sandstone, unsurpassed in beau
ed and one arm cut olt. His body was It l. In tact, not weighty enough to
C; Chaa. Tamme, Rec.
poi
ty by similar edifices in any town, of
Rhode
state
as
small
even
so
a
not discovered until after the train erry
equal size, In the states.
Eastern Star, Regular communica
"gf
In
the
votes
i Island, which boasts four
nulled out
The latitude is about the same aa
tion second and fourth Thursday even
me
electoral college Chicago Post.
that of central Tennessee, while the al
All visiting broth
i tags of each month.
CfcD
titude Is nearly 4,600 feet This com
For th Normal: Prof. Hugh A.
ers and sisters are cordially invited.
bination gives a peculiar, but most
fur Mrs. Julia Webb, worthy matron;
Call a Halt
of the Territorial Normal school
Tims
to
Owen
happy, result In the winter, during
Earnest Browse, W. P.; Mrs. Rama
qui- of
The
Is
st
Hay
who
8llver City,
Anglicltatlon
Secretary
spending the
the day, the thermometer seldom falls,
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A, Howell,
warm months In California, reports has exerted a potent Influence In the ln the shade, below forty degree,
Trees.
It often runs in the sunshine, to
having made an excellent collection United States in the direction of while
sixty-fivdegreesor even more. On
of the lower forms of sea life for Russophobla. It Is time to call a halt
the other hand, in the summer, the
unreasonable
In
museum.
and
Incessant
the
normal
school
this
proThe
THE
heat Is never oppressive, in the shade,
feasor made the collection while at warfare on a friendly power. It Is and no night is too warm tor c.n
MOST COMMODIOUSS
Avaion. Catallna Island. The acqulsl- - time to explore the grounds of this fortable sleep, under one or two
"the blankets. The sun will shine nine
DINING ROOM
tlon will be quite a valuable one for avalanche of loose talk about
round
IMPROVED METHODS
In our days out of ev ry ten, the year
halt
to
Is
time
door."
It
is
credit
due
the
and
much
museum,
open
... AND ...
This, with the extreme dryness of the
an
...
such
eoon
toward
as their
understanding air, caused by the ver) slight precip
drift
are adopted by us as
MOST EXCELLENT SERVICE
with Great Rritaln and Japan as ap- itation ot moisture; the resinous aro
value Is firmly established.
from the pine-claproaches the "entangling alliances" ma, rolling down
IN THE CITY
In performance of our duties as
amount of elec
which we have been sagely mountains; the large
aualnst
IS FOUND AT
A sure sign that the stomach U out WBrnPd. Russia has outwitted Great tricity In the air, and the consequent
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
dl- of
vCOT,t,I,c Britain and Japan In the game of - the location ! the town, land lock
all i) wilei n al 1, approved by science
land the ver
......nnw- by mountain and mesa theao all con
it,r ,mi hor
i..- ...
...
l
.
"- -"
or uuj iw.o
North China. If they spire to produce aa atmosphere which
enjoy your food as long as tnis con icr ,,rongc,r
is a balm to all diseases oi tne respi
no hesitation ln claiming mat we ran dition prevails, and unless it ts remo- conclusions with her In
h to
ratory organs. The percentage of
bo
once
serl
died
to
one
at
no
to
going
most
Is
rea
say death from consumption is lower In
you're
rMort lo arma, there
give the best service at the
s
, CENTER STREET.
oiMly ill. A few doses of Hostetter
lh(im nftv
jiut let them take care New Mexico than It Is anywbero else
sonable cost.
Stomach bitters will make a great lm - . tn(,lr own KRme. It Is no part of In the United Slates; and r.o other
ln New Mexico excels Las Vegaa
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.
provement in your condition. It will our. ,
thom i diplomacy to what place
AsthIn the salubrity ot its climate.
COOKS BLOC!
In
make the stumarh healthy, restore the ,h
1'NDIRTAklIS.
If YOU ARE TO MEET ANT
to
gain
.hrlnk from trying
matics experience Immediate and per
appetite and cure Heartburn, l"l9" -- .r. Portland Oregonian.
manent relief, ln this altitude
iibemds:at Tne depot
In the way of health and pleasure
tlon, Dyspepsia and Constipation.
TAKE TNTM TO
Tightly laced, lKfly paced.
unrivaled. la a
As the hod carrier goes up, so goes resorts. Las Vegas ts
BUWUTS...
HOSTETTER'S
radius ot twenty miles, In romantic
the house.
mountain glens and beside babbling
Most women can put up with a xd
rot a
There Is no earthly hope for the mountain brooks, are the Las i
deal In this world tf their husbands
STOMACH BITTERS. man
who boasts of his failures.
hot springs, Harvey's. El Porvealr,
will
for It.
and surveys made, buildings
as construction work of all kinds
Office,
planned and" superintended.
Montoya B'ld'g, Plaza.
3
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Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Subpoena
Summons
Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment Duplicate
Affidavit in Attachment, Origin.il
Affidavit in Attachment, Duplicate,
Garnishee Summons, Original
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
Bond ln Attachment
!'
Execution
Order to Garnishee to Pay
Garnishee Receipt
Affidavit in Replevin
Bond In Replevin

Writ

of Replevin
Appearance Bond
Peace Bond
Criminal Warrant
Criminal Complaint
Mittimus
,
,

1

A.

DOVAll'S

t

T'lf

"

,m,
,

1

BJL

f'1 j,iumrwiri-i-iv-

...

;

-

"

put vp

.j

Appearance Bond, Dis't Court
Garnishee, Sheriffs Office
Bond, General
Road Petition
Bond of deputy
Guardian's Bond and Oath
.Administrator's Bond and Oath
Letters of Guardianship
Letters of Administration
Warrant to Appraisers
Summons,

.
"'.

"
Appeal Bond
Notice of Attachment
Criminal Comp't for Search Wa.'
Notice for Publication
Venire
Notice of Garntshm't on Exec
Forthcoming Bond
Indemnifying Bond

Probate Court

inch 100 p.
Justice's Docket,
Inch 200 p.
Justice's Docket, 8
Record for Notary Public
A True BUI
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)
Bond for Deed
Application

for Licenses

Report of Survey
Agreement Special Lease
Affidavit and Bond In Attachment,
Original
Affiadiyit and Writ in Attachment
Duplicate.
Citation

i

Constat's

.'

Sale

''T'TnTI

Notice of Sale
Criminal Warrants

General Blanks.
"" ?
Warranty Deed
Warranty Deed, Special
Warranty DeedCorporation

Deed
Mortgage Deed
Deed In Relinquishment
Mining Deed

Quit-clai-

of Mortgage
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Assignment

Chattel Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage, with
Power of Attorney
Bill ot Sale

"r
Notes, per 100
Wild Animal Bounty Claim
1
Sheep Contracts
Certificate of Brand
i
Freight Conductor's Book Cover
Cattle Account Book
Road Supervisor's Book
Sheriff's Day Book
Receipt Books
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgages with note form
Location Certificate Lode Claims
Furnished Room Cards
For Sale Cards

,

Note

Bill of Sale, bound stock
Lease, long and short form
Lease, M'ch'dise and Per. Prty
Trust Deed
Title Bond to Mining Property
Contract of Forfeiture
Bond of Butcher

Protest
Notice of Protest

Township Plats, large
Lltho. Mining Stock Certificate
Acts, Protection to Minors

Teachers' Monthly Report
Oath,

School

Directors

Chattel Mortgages Renewal
Bills-o- f
Sale Books
Escritura Garantizatta
Eecritura Sarantlyada
Declaration of Assumpsit

Warranty Deed, Spanish
Carta de Vent
Assay Office Certificates
Transfer of Location
Sheriff's Sale
Acknowledgement tor Power ot At
Sheep Contracts Partido
torney
Sheep Contracts Sale
Marriage Certificate
BUI of Sale (under law Feb., '96)
Commitments
to Justice Peace
Proof of Labor
Court
Timber Culture Affidavits
Acknowledgment
Witnesses to Pay RoU
Acknowledgment,
Corporation
Orders to Pay Witness Fees
Authority to Gather Live Stock
Quit Claim Mining Locations
Option, Real Estate
Official BosmI
Title Bond Mining Property.
Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
Notice of Mining Locations
Proof Unsecured Debt
ASdavit
No. l Homestead Final Proof
Mineral Location Notice
Homestead Applications .
Township Plat
Homestead Affidavits
Appointment of Teacher
Teachers' Certtleate
Rosd Petitions
,
Appointment of Deputy
Declaratory Statements

Write for Complete Price List
ADDRESS

THE OPTIC OFFICE,"
Las

e

APTETITE'S POOR!

BY THE

Blake's,

Sparks' Sapello, Roclada,
and other places, too numerous tf
mention, where health can be recov
ered, and life becomes a pleasure to
the ennuye, the Invalid, the over
worked business man.
This Territory Is rich ln everything

Vegas, New Mexico.

Mother Gray's 8weet Powders
for children. Mother Gray, for years
a nurse In the Children's Home In
New York, treated children successfully with a remedy, now prepared and
placed ln the drug stores, called
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
for
Children. They are harmless as milk,
pleasant to take and never f aU. A
certain cure for feverlshness, constipation, headache, teething and stomach disorders, and remove worms. At
all drugguts, 25c. Don't accept any
substitute. Sample sent Free. Address All en 8. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. T.

iron, copper, coal, lead, silver, gold,
wealth of nations,
mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles,
gypsum.salt,soda ln endless variety and
exhaustless quantities, are among th
several products of the country which
Las Vegas commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that In each
of these prime articles of commerce
this city Is the best market ln New
Mexico. She handles more wool than
all the other towns In the Territory
When the office seeks the man It
combined, while her commerce in hides
is,truly enormous. In the same way, usually finds the path blazed so there
for her trade will be no excuse for
she stands
getting on the
ln grains, hay, vegetables, and other
trail.
farm products; while her trade In Ice, wrong
gathered In the neighboring mountain
The woman who sets out to reform
canyons, extends east into Kansas
west Into Arizona, tad south Into 014 a nan's morals generally ends up by
Mexico.
deforming her own,

that constitutes the

.
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LAB YEOAS DAILY OPTIC AUGUST 7,
and O. net increase, June,
and net decrease
for twelve
7
Good demand for
months, $467,700.
Atchison, Can. Pac, and N. Y. C. in
loan crowd.
considered
Large gold
Imports
New
York nock quotations
Ibe foltowlnt
era race red by Levy Bros., (members ChU probable.
S
1
room
Crockof
Board
and
Trade),
oago
since
Banks lost to
Phone
, Lai Vepas Phone
ett Block, (Colo. own
IMU over their
yrlvate wires from New
Friday. $3,147,000.
York, Chicago and Colorado Springs; correspondent of the firms of Lcgan & Bryan N. Y.
most
Affairs in Macedonia
and Chicago member iNew York Stuck
and Chicago Board of Trade, and Wm.
&
Co..
and
Oils
Brokers.
Colorado
Bankers
A.
Labor outlook improving.
Springs:
Close
Description
Twel
industrials advanced 1.38
894
Copper
Amalgamated
lUv per cent.
American sugar
Atrhlann Oom
advanced
tW
"
Twenty active railroads
pfd
"
B. A O
,
1.39 per cent.
20"
o
Chicago Alton Com!
44
O. F. 1
Two things a woman never can do
10
Oolo. Sou
7
" " first pfd
naturally are to smoke cigarettes anJ
1
" 2nd pfd
14H
O. G. W
cross her legs.
K
O
O.A
25''
Brie
t
t pfd
Suicide Prevented.
WIS
LAN
The startling announcement that a
Ho. Pac
81
Norfolk
preventative of suicide had been dispac. uall
47H covered will interest
Beading Com..
many. A run
B. i Oom
" pfd
5l4 down system, or despondency Invari
11
Bepubltc Steel and Iron
'
"
' pfd
ably precede suicide and something
.13tlH
Bt.P
B.P
4l'i has been found that will prevent that
199i
Southern By
condition which makes suicide likely.
" "pfd
At the first thought of
T.O. I
22
Tex. Pac
take Electric Bitters. It being a great
70
U. P
D. P. pfd
tonic and nervine will strengthen the
21
0.8.81
"
nerves and build up the system. It's
pfd
19!
Wabash com
31X also a great Stomach,. Liver and KidWabash pfd
WD
Mex.OenL.
UH ney regulator. Only 50s, Satisfaction
Manhattan
guaranteed by all druggists.
16
Wis. Cent.
3ts
" Pfd
lilt
New York Central
When you see a woman wearing
Pennsylvania
baby blue stockings it is a sign she
ought not to let you.
Live Stock.
7. Cattle,
KANSAS CITY, Aug.
USE ALLEN'S FOOT EASE'
market steady; native steers, $3.50
A powder to be shaken into the
$5.20; Texas and Indian steers, $2.25 shoes. Your feet feel swollen, nerv
$4.00; Texas cows, $2.20$2.90; na- ous and
damp, and get tired easily.
tive cows and heifers, $1.554.25; If you have aching feet, try Allen's
stockers and feeders, $2.50 $4.15; Foot-Eas.
It rests the feet and
bulls, $2.00 $3.25; calves, $2.00
makes new or tight shoes easy. Cures
western stedrs, $3.00 $4.90; aching, swollen, sweating feet, blistwestern cows, $2.00$3.15.
ers and callous spots. Relieves chilSheep, market steady; muttons, blains, corns and bunions of all pain
lambs,
$3.00$5.75; and gives rest and comfort. Try it to$2.80$4.75;
range wethers, $2.85$4.70; ewes, day. Sold by all druggists and shoe
dealers. 25c. Don't accept any sub
$2.80$4.75.
stitute. Trial package Free. Address
CHICAGO,
Ills., Aug. 7. Cattle, Allen S. Olmsted. LeRoy, N. Y.
C.

IF YOU CONTRACT

5-

SHI

$500 Ol yoexr for 20 years
Then cash
Total guaranteed in gold

.

-

western lambs, $5.00

Aug.

7.

un

Wool

Grain and Provisions.
Close August 7, 1903.
Dec. 80
Wheat Sept 79
May 82
Dec. 62.
Corn Sept 62
Dec. 35
Oats Sept.34

2

3--

6--

May

37

Pork Sept.
Lard Sept

$13.27.
$7.92.
Sept. $7.85.

Ribs

American Stocks Abroad,
to
Stocks In London firm
over parity. Atchison net earnings
have more than trebled since 1897.
London moderately bullish on Americans.
Sixty-twroads for June show average net Increase of 8.39 per cent.
Thirty-fou- r
roads for fourth week of
July show average gross Increase of
12.62 per cent.
4

2

o

onion-lemo-

c:o GUABOVJ
Of outward misfortune can darken the
mile of the loyal wife and loving
mother. Bat when disease comes tha
mile slowly fades, and in its place
comes the drawn
face and tight f
Closed hp Wmch
tell of Us con stant etrnf gleLIV
mttY, mill
When the deli,
cate womanly
organism is dis-

n

eased the whole
body suffers ; the
form grow thin,
and the complexion dul). The
first step to sound
health is to core

the diseases
which undermine
the womanly

7

strength.
Dr. Pierca Fa-

vorite Prescription establishes
regularity,

dries

disagreeable
hfala in

flammation and ulceration and cure
female weakness. The wonderful cure
of womanly diseases effected by the use
of "Favorite Prescription" place it at
medicines specithe front of all put-ually prepared for the use of women.
p

I wm troubled with feniale weakness for
el(rtit wars, and suffered more than I can tell ,
rites Mr Oust. Mwer, of Ovando, Deertodee
Co.. Montana.
My imposition wm tttected to
such
eztewt (hat to say a oWaaul word to
an Impowlbtlity.
one
was
almost
SOy

"I had two osratimu performed by oae or
th moat skilled eorfreoea of the Weal, hat did
not fet relief. Then, asin
Of doctors
strict orders. I commenced takinf nr. PieroTS
favorite rreamption an4 ' Golden Medical
and also followed the advice (irca la
the Common Sena Medical advise.
I continued this treatment for three months.
nd Unlay sta as healthy and wall as a woman
fan be. I ran not thank Dt. Pierce enough Mr
ass kind letters to att.'
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant PcUeU curt a
touanoas and sick hsaAache.

a Pro t action In Cases
Contagion Dlaeaa.
Be

of

When a mere lad I had often heard it
aid that the eating of onions and
lemons was a protection against conta
gious diseases, and when about eight
een years of age I had an opportunity
to test them for myself. I had spent
the winter in the city of New Orleans,
where, In the spring, yellow fever of a
virulent type made its appearance,
eauslng an urgent demand for nurses,
and, having faith In what I bad beard
of the protective power of onions and
lemons, I concluded to take what my
friends called a ghastly risk and made
application at the Common Street hospital for a position as nurse, was ac
cepted and entered at once upon a line
of duty, in commencing which I began
the use of raw onions and lemons, al
ternating weekly with lemons, always
taking them lust before going to bed
I took no other remedy, although
medicine was provided every morning
for all attaches. At the eaplration of
the tenth week I was no longer needed
and left In as vigorous health as when
I entered the hospital.
On taking my departure I was re
minded by the head physician that his
medicine had probably preserved my
health. Nevertheless a number of
nurses and attaches bad died of the
fever, despite bis vaunted medical abll
ity. Before leaving the institution I ac
quainted the doctor with the fuet that
I bad not used his medicine, but bad
relied solely upon my
treatment when he said it was a won
der that it had not killed me and If it
bad that I had deserved It.
On another occasion I had a similar
experience with smallpox cases in a
northern city, finding the onion and
lemon a porfect protection to mysolf
and many of my associates. Medical
Talk.

$5.65.

Territory Wool.
ST. LOUIS,
changed.

laid to

n

THE BOY JOHN WESLEY.
Ho ErlnVwcr

j

of

Any

Preeoelonsaeas

In Ilia KellluM Uevelopasemt
Of the nineteen children Imrn to Sam
uel and Susiiiiua Wesley only ten sur
vived tbo tier li id of Infancy, and of
these only three were wins. John was
thirteen yenri younger than Bamuel
and six years older thnn Charles. Of
his early boyhood only one Incident Is
recorded. On a February night in 1700
the rectory was burned. The family,
hurrying out In terror, left the boy
John sleeping In tils attic chamber, and
he wns taken out through a window
roof
only an instant before
fell In upon his bed. Wesley always
retained a vivid recollection of the
scene, and more than a half century
later, when, thinking himself near
death, he composed his epitaph, be de
scribes himself as "a brand plucked
from the burning."
His mother deemed his rescue a prov
identlnl Indication that her son wn
preserved for some great work and re
solved, as she says, "to be more partic
ularly careful of the soul of this child
that Thou hnst so mercifully provided
for." There is, however, no evidence
of anything precocious In the religious
development of the boy, hut only a cer
tain stuld, overdellberatmioss which he
got from hi mother, but which to the
more mercurial temperament of the fa
ther seemed In a lad not yet in his teens
half amusing and half vexatious.
"Sweetheart," said the rector to his
wife, "I profess I think our boy Jac k
wouldn't attend to tbe most pressing
necessities of nature unless be could
give a reason for ltM-- C. T. Winchester
In Century.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land offlce at Santa Fe, N. M., July
15, 1903; homestead entry No. 5017.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be mado before the V. 8.
court commissioner at Las Vegas, N.
M., on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
Garcia y Salaz, for the NEVi of Section 1, T. 14, It. 23 E.
He names the following witnessos
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation of said land, vis.:
Nasario Martinez, of Trementina, N.
M.; Vldal TruJIllo, of Trementina, N.
M.: Isabel Knslnas, of Trementina, N
M.; Timoteo Martinez, of Trementina,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
N. M.

OF

Largest
in the
world

RICHARD A. McCURDY. President
DARBY A. DAY. Ma. ringer, Albuquerque. N. M.
W. G. OGLE. Dist. Supt., Leva Vegas. N. M.
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T. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE,
Sevrvta.
The 45th Year

Fe, New Mexico.

X

The College is empowered by law to issue First-Clan- s
Teacher'
which Certificates are to be honored by
School Directors in the Territory of New Mexico.

Certificates to its Graduates,

End of Bitter Fight.
"Two physicians had a long and
stubbirn fight with an abce3s on my
right lung," writes J. F. Hughes of
Du Pont, Ga., "and gave me
up.
Everybody thought my .time had
come. As a last resort I tried Dr.
King's Discovery for Consumption.
The benefit I received was striking
and I was on my feet In a few days.
Now I've entirely
my
regained
health," It conquers all Coughs, Colds
and Throat and Lung troubles. Guar
anteed by all druggists.

PALACE

Spring: Suits
ood In the Piece
to select from. . .

RUSSell,

I
TAILOR,

July

23, 1903.

BEST APPOUmZZNTS
ADMIRABLE OUIStHE
OOURTEOUS ATTENTION

I

-

SANTA FE,

IIEtlRY

Manufacturer

Monuments

of

Carriage,
and Dealer in all kinds

Wagons,

In marble and brown stone.
All work guaranteed.
Yards, corner Tenth street and
Douglas aveuue.
MILES SWEENEY. Prop.

of

VafoM

Martwa, ancf ffaarjr

vara.
af

SsMtava

Hacst- -

Blmokamlthlng

Hsrsssish

m Smelal-t- y.
Mmllmtmoltom Oumr avsfeeaf

Homestead Entry No. 4843.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Po, N. M.,

MT rOUMTAIM MQUARt

July

27, 1903.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
.PARLOR BARBER SHOP.
lowing named settler has filed notice)
CCNTCR STREET
of his intention to make final proof la
FIRST CLASS WORKMEN .
support of his claim, and that aald
0. L 0RDO0IV, Prat.
proof will bo made before TJ. S. Com
mlBsloner R. L. M. Rosa at Las yegaa,
o
N. M., on September 5, 1903, tIs:
Sec.
Gonzales, for the NW
20, T. 13 N. R.. 24 S3.
He names the following witnesses to
Whelasale aud Retail Dealer In
prove his continuous residence upon
o
HAY, ORAM AND FEED and cultivation of said land, vii:
Tjlibarrl of Las Vegas, N. M.;
Security Stock and Poultry Food Jose Ullbarrl of Las Vegas, N. M.J
Purgcnsio Martineg y Brlto of Chavei,
416 Grand Avenue.
N. M.; Jose Gonzales
y Mares of
..- Colorado Phone 325
Vegsi Phont 14s.
Chaves, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Max-Imlan-

4

P. F. NOLAN

Register.
8YS,

Branch

Santa

DAN

N. M.

LORENZEH

Successor to A. O. SCHMIDT

D. & R. O. System

TEM.

d

RHODES'
ilrVr...

THE

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO.
Trains run dally except Sunday,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KANConnections with tbo main line and SAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
branches as follows:
MEMPHIS and principal points BAST.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllrerton and all NORTH and SOUTHEAST.
In
San
tbe
Juan
points
country.
0
At Alamosa (with standard gangt) for La
Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour

fpURE

Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Borings and Dearer
also wltb narrow gauxe for Monte Vista,' Del
Norte Oreede and all points lnthe San Luis

Mountain Ice

In a race between a man's will and
a woman's won't the latter invariably
wins.

THAT
The Death Penalty.
A little thing sometimes results In
death. Thus a mere scratch, insignificant cuts or puny bolls have paid
the death penalty. It Is wise to have
Bucklen's Arnica Salve ever handy.
It's the best sale on earth, and will
prevent fatality, when Burns, Sores,
Ulcers and Piles threaten. Only 25c,
at all druggists.

"LLAS VEGASmo u s
RETAIL PRICES i

am

"It will be seen f"m the proceed
ttuc summa has
ings at Harvard
cum." Boston Herald. "Summa cum!
laude, Is that so?" Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Boy Cured of Colic After

Your Ontar

Pladag

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowlng-namesettlor has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be mado before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sept. 1st, 1903., viz:
Judge Alton D. Parker of New York
ASENCION CHAVES
says he doesn't want to be president, for the S2 SE4 NE1-4- , SE4, Sec, 9, NW
EL
Fe
and the office has certainly never 4 SW 4, Sec. 10, T. 9 N., R. 13 E.
been known to thrust itself upon a
Tim Table No. 71.
He names the following witnessos to
reluctant citizen.
lEITectlY Wednesday April 1, 1903,
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of, said land, viz:
Nicolas Tenorlo of Gallsteo, N. M.; CART BOUND
w8T bi-nNO. tl.
Miles No. 43k
Teodoro Tenorlo of Galisteo, N. M.
6:30 urn
9:00 a 111.. L. ...Ranta Ke. Ar..
a in. Lr . ,Kn)iuiola. Ar. 34 ... S:0(i pin
Jesus Bermudcz of Gallsteo, N. M. 11:00
...HAOk
1:06 d ni..I. . ..Kmbudo. Ar..M ... 1:06 D m
i'40pm..L?. Tres I'lodraa, .Ar. .90.,. .10:05 m
Ignacio Tenorlo of Galisteo, N. M.
Best Hack Service in the city. Meta all
u.s n m..i, ..Antonlto. ,Ar.l ... 7 Sttain
trains. Calls are promptly attended to.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
..Alamosa.. . Ar IU3 ...6:10 am
l:Upn..Lr
Offlce at M. L. Cooley's livery stable,
. ... I'uttblo .. .Ar 1X7.... 1:87a til
Register. 8:05am..Lv
7:l&am..Ar, .. Denver.... X.0t.... 30 pm

BRO. BOTULPH. President.
A Deming paper corrects a mis
statement of a contemporary as fol
lows: "Last Thursday week, August
23rd and not 'Wednesday, August 22J,'
as has been stated, Mr. H, M Stecer
and Miss Delia Lowe were quietly
married at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Will Clifford in this city.

Register

791

Homestead Entry No. 5026.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Offlce at Santa Fe, N. M.

BeginsJSept. 1, 1J03.

$5.-2-

ONIONS AND LEMONS.
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Before

5ee Those Nobby

Le-Ro-

or you receive this If you live 20 years.
Information as to torms can be had fay writing

k

market slow; good to prime steers,
$5.10$5.50; poor to medium, $3.65
$2.50
$4.90; stockers and feeders,
$4.30; cows,
$1.50$4.50; heifers,
$2.00$4.75; cannew, $1.50$2.80;
bulls, $2.25 $4.10; calves, $2.50$7:
Texas fed steers, $3.50$4.75; western steers, $3.50 $4.00.
Sheep, steady; good to choice wethers, $3.40 $3.85; fair to choice mixed
$2.50$3.20; western sheep, $3.00
$3.25 $6.00;
lambs,
$3.85; native

fever-lshnes-

to buy $10,000 in 5 prr cent. Gold Bonds
from The Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York, payment to be made during
20 years in annual installments, and you
die after you have made one payment, vour
estate will receive

1

-

art Sickly.
Many School Children
Mother Gray' Sweet Powdera tor
Children, used by Mother Gray, a
nurse In Children's Home, New York,
break up Colds in 24 hours, cure
Headache. Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the bowels, and Destroy Worms.
Mrs. Emily Maronn, Meriden,
Ct.,
says: "It Is the best medicine In
the wor'.d for children when feverish
Sold by all drugand constipated."
gists or by mall, 25c. Sample Bent
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted,
N. Y.

$18,-90- 0

RKETJ

7

2.000 lbs or more each delivery. 10c per 100
"
15c per 100
1.000 to 2,000 lbs. "
" 20c per 100
200 to 1.000 lbs "
" 25c per 100
50 to 200 lbs. "
"
" 30c per 100
Less than 50 lbs

lbs
lbs
lbs

Its
lbs

1st

Sleepers, Free

Reclining

Chair

Cars and Day Coaches on all trains.
Dining Car Service --Unexoelled.

o
valley.
AtBallda with main line (standard gauge)
Call on nearest agent for full Infor
for all points east and west Including Lead
mation or address the undersigned.
vlUe and narrow gauge points between Sal
N. B. For handsomely Illustrated
Ida and Orand Junction.
booklet descriptive of
Florence
for
Canon
and
the gold
At
CLOUDCROFT.
City
camps of Urlpple Creek and Victor.
the Premier Summor Resort of the
At Pueblo, Colorado Hprlnis and Denver Southwest, send four cents postage to
with all Missouri river lines for all points
J
A. M. BROWN,
east.
General Passenger Agent,
For further Information address tbe under
E. P.-System,
'
El Paio, Tex.
signed.
Through passengers from Banta Fs In
standard gauge lleopers from Alamosa can
have berths reserved an application.
8. K.

B. W. Koiiuiks, General Agent,
Banta Fe, N M
Iloopsn. O. P. A.,

Denver, Colo.
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There is in

Physician's

Treatment Had Failed.
a1
My boy when four years old was a
taken with colic and cramps In his
stomach. I sent for the doctor and
he injected morphine, but the child
kept getting worse. I then gave him
half a teaspoonful of Chamberlain's
'Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoe Remedy,
and In half an hour he was sleeping
and soon recovered. F. L. Wilklns,
Shell Lake, Wis. Mr. Wllklns Is bookkeeper for the Shell Lako Lumber Co.
For sale by" all druggists.

AGUA

a

Whether the public approves of
"Mother" Jones and her methods or
not, there Is no possible doubt that
she Is right on the subject of the
employment of little children In the
factories.

PURA CO.,

020 Douglas Avonuo,
Las Vegas, New teaxho

OFFIOEi

Printing
not
Too
Good for
Our Customers.
is

OurPridYiin

J THE MONTEZUMA
BATHS
Las Vegas Hot Springs,

tujonr
mmaciud

THE OPTIC

AND

A HEALTH RESORT
And try (he nineral Water Baths , Baths of all kinds
Baths unrivalled for Itheiiautlim.

"ciooDOon"

Our Printing.

rwV

or rm

cmkat

imam
ontcrrr rutjovtvwzjt

I

JOD ROOMS

New Mexico

MBM

f Ivan.

fnumusm

JY.TTD4.

XX. FAatO, TEKAaV,

The Peat

Mrs. Mollle Allen, of South Fork,
This famous reanrt affords sumptuous
.immodullons at ri'itsotinhln prlcxs. The
can couifyrlnlily provlilo for several liundntrt ruxsM. I.ns
Ky., says she has prevented attacks
Hprltura Is onvof tli fw really smfafiM'turjr Itucky Mountain ruaorts, and litis In
a nifKli-rtiiMpllul. and ronipeU'tit phyaliiana and nurwa. llw Mmib'rurna
of cholera morbus by taking Chamberrani h and hot hruc. alwi parks and adjacent canyons thai art) nnrlvtiHed In l'u-ty- .
II nil every rnwntiHltlie rltflit rIIIIu'Io, a perfect rllmab1, attractive surround.
lain's Stomach and Liver tablets when
Inir. medicinal waters and ample opportunity fir recreation. Tuu Ideal place for a
she felt an attack coming on. Such
racallou outliur. Further iiifuiaia' Ion ir'tully furnished.
attacks are usually caused by indi- W. E. TALBOT, Manager.
W. H H1NTON, A. B., M. D., Medical Pjreetor,
gestion, and these tablets are Just
what is needed to cleanse the stomach
i
aS.AXXAJ-A- J
rTTVaTaTlTm
and ward off the approaching attack.
Attacks of bilious colic may be pre"PLAZA
vented in the samo way. For sale
PHARMACY" Z
by all druggists.
is
a
want
that
When you
physic
H Dealer In
H
mild and gentle, easy to take and cer
tain to act, always use Chamberlain's
CHEMICALS.
DRUGS, flEDICINES
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
all
druggists.
by
Patent medicines, sponges,
syringes, scaps, combs and brushes, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
Mrs. Naborly Is your aunt on your
kept by druggists. Physicians' prescriptions carefully commother's or your father's side, JohnGoods solected
pounded and all orders correctly answered.
ny? Johnny Ob, sometimes on one
with great care and warranted as represented.
side and sometimes on the other. DeVegas, New Mexico,
pends on wbo'i getting the best of it
Life.
Brooklyn

Tent City, Coronsdo Ilcarh, California.

llt

MonM-euin- s

Winters Drug Co.
and

y Las

IIIIMIMMIMIIMIIIIIIIU4IHIHMMMMMIM

Go West to the Ocean
Californa's
finest
Climate
the world.
is

summer

in

Cool Trip on the Sa.nta Fe.
Surf-bathin-

g

occau

breezes

snow-cappe-

d

Sierras.

buy a combination round trip ticket to Coronado this summerIncluding railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Orand Canyon, and two weeks' board an l lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price.
Tent City la a popular Southern California summer seaside resort
You can

Write for fall particulars about tbls delightful vacation trip.
W. J. LVCAS.
Atchlaon, Topeka
--a --a 4-- M TT
'

O
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HEADOW CITY HAPPENINGS

MIGUEL COUNTY.

Near Las Vegas
tracts Attention of Outbids
Papers.

THE ENCAMPMENT.

Brick laying on the new building of ADJUTANT GENERAL ISSUES. OR
DER FOR MOBOUZATION AT
La Vox Is proceeding swiftly.
LAS VEGAS, AUG.
Troop A drill tonight, and court
martial. No excuses will be accepted. Full Membership of Every Company
Ordered Out Work For Cititens
In Entertaining The Militia.
Very Important meeting of the E.
Romero Hose Co., at' the hose house
Time draws on apace to the date
A
of the Territorial encampment.
this evening at 8 o'clock.
week from next Sunday the members
A pretty little party on the lawn of Troop A, acting somewhat the part
afternoon
was given yesterday
by of hosts will be called out.
Major
Miss Edna "Watson to a number of her Rankin has received from Adjutant
,
young friends,
General Whiteman official orders notifying him that the encampment will
Tho La Vegas telephone company
be held near Las Wgas August 17lh
was moving poles on the plaza this
The camping material and
23rd,
to
cemorning to make way for the new
accoutrements will be shipped from
ment sidewalk.
Santa Fe and other points and some of
the advance work will fall on the loto
Ernest Spit has been promoted
Hence they will go out
the place of traveling salesman for cal men.
16th.
The governor has
tbe
Sunday
of
wholesale
the great
department
already Issued orders to the national
The Plata.
guard of New Mexico to turn out in
No member of any comFulgenclo C. de Baca, aon in law of full force.
the late HUarlo Romero, Is staying in pany or troop In Now Mexico will be
General Baldwin has promtown for the time being engaged in excused.
ised to send two companies of regettleroent of the estate.
ulars and one troop of cavalry to take
A pleasant feature of the visit to part In the maneuvers.
Also the gentbe city of the Pennsylvania 0. A. R. eral and his staff will be here.
veterans and their friends was a serAll tbe commisary supplies will be
enade by the Military band.
purchased in Las Vegas no inconsiderable item.
E. Romero Hose Co., will meet to
Citizens of Las Vegas are much
night and they are asked to reracm pleased to bear of tbe decision of
ber that I o'clock is the hour, not the authorities to hold the encamp"any old time" before morning.
ment here.
It is to be hoped that
tbe selection will be- made permanW. E. Flaherty, lately brakeman
ent.
To this end there Is considerout of here, is the new driver for the
able
work
for the people of the city to
Wells-Fargformer dricompany,
A ball should be given to the
do.
ver, Crites, Is now a rustler for C. D.
Some form of envisiting officers.
Boucher.
tertainment should be glvn to the
The letter from Megate Rodey, re soldiers. General Baldwin should be
dam tbe guest of the city at the Monte-itimInternational
lating to the
It Is Important to please evscheme, which appears on the editoand make them want to come
erybody
issue
is
rial page of this
worthy of a
again.
careful reading.
It is true, of course, that the locaMonday morning the laying of the tion Is the best in the territory, but
cement sidewalk cm the west nothing is ever lost by courtesy and
sido of tbe plaza will commence at attention to those who come to the
yeeder Bros." corner and will be city. Here is another opportunity for
usefulness on tbe part of tbe board
pushed right through without stop.
of trade. That energetic and proThe reception committee appointed gressive body of men may be deto serve for the Raton picnic is re- pended upon to take the proper steps
quested to meet the excursion train at to ensure the- - best results to tbe city
tbe depot The hour of the arrival of of the visit of the militia.
the train will be announced later.
Cars Into Spring Canyon.
Tbis afternoon, Mrs. Cbas. Ilfeld
Manager Epperson of tbe electric
is charmingly entertaining a number railway announces that on
Sunday
of ladies in honor of her guests, Mrs. cars will begin
running as far as tbe
Noa Ilfeld, of Albuquerque, and Mrs, track Is now
ready, within a quarter
and Miss Llebstadter of Kansas City, mile of the end of Hot 8prlngB canyon. The observation car, "Tom
Prof. Albert Otto, who will All the Ross," will be In service and a dechair of mathematics in the Normal
lightful trip Is thus offered for Sunnext year, has arrived with Mrs. Otto
day outing. The charge for the round
Van
and has taken rooms at Mrs.
trip from tbe city and return will be
Pctten's until they And a suitable twenty-fivcents.
house.
Next week It Is intendod to run an
The new pump for the small copper evening excursion train with a band
mill In the Tecolote district has been of music aboard.
17-2-

-

o
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Day of Beginning

At-

Mining Program
Edward Lujan Is a new assistant In
HfeM's furniture department

The Denver Republican says: Messrs. Buck and Elliott, young mining engineers of Denver, have coma reduction
pleted their work on
plant at Tecolote and the best of results are being secured. The young
men built the mill to test a new pro
cess which, it is claimed, will greatly
lessen the cost of treating the low
grade copper ore which is so abun-

dant

in

E. Karnes, tho new cashier at
tbe Moutezuma hotel, was down town
today distributing vouchors among
merchants and others. Mr. Karnes Is
from Staunton, Vs., and succeeds Mr.
Laws, who recently resigned.
C.

Although there will bo.no meetings
of the Ladies' Guild until September,
the members are making fancy art!
ties for sale at their regular annual
thanksgiving sale, which will be on
the day before Thanksgiving.
"
Holt & Holt are ' established
as
pleasantly as they could wish in the
beautiful new office building on the
plaza with such good people for company as Col. Brunswick and Spless,
Davis and Ilfeld on either side.

'

The wool scouring mills, Ave of
them, are all busy at full capacity
working up the immense clip of this
season marketed here together with
much shipped in by rail from various
point north and south on the railroad.

'

Rev. W. P. MrVary. D. P.. and Mis
Js'orah McNary, father and sister of
James O. McNary, arrived from Denver on No. 7 yesterday. Dr. McNary,
who Is en route to the O. A. R. meeting In Los Angeles, will spend a few
days visiting his son. Miss McNary
will be the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
McNary in Las Vegas for several
weeks.

Joy reigns

In

the hums of

Mr.

Saturday, Aug. 22nd

the Tecolote district.

The new mill is proving so successful that the promoters are proceeding with the erection of a
plant The new mill, which is now
running day and night, has a capacity of only 25 tons.
The operation in the Tecolote district are being watched with the
greatest interest by mining men. If
ITie process proves all that Is expected
copper mining In this part of the
country will be revolutionized. There
are millions of tons of easily accessible low grade ore, which hitherto it
to treat at a
has been impossible
profit.
For a long time mining men have
been experimenting, hoping to reach
a method of treating the ore of this
district more economically. Just now,
Messrs.
the work being done
by
Standlsh and Matt is attracting al
most as much attention as that of
Messrs. Buck and Elliott, although
their mill Is not so far along. These
gentlemen are installing a llxiviation
process, which promises so fairly that
the city has become interested and is
They also
backing the promoters.
claim to have solved the problem of
economical treatment of low grade
ore.

Mrs. W. W. Wallace, where a wee,
winsome girt has opened ber bright
blue eys-ujuthings terrestrial. The
a

the entire government of the
hold.

She

Colo 81

house-

J)kciJr jicwpoitlon

trpaS

W

first

rate, and announces in unmistakable
sign language her intention of becom-ina permanent resident of the city.

-

LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY.

BACHARACH BROS.
iff Om

I
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Plaza

Why Sweat?
Cool Clothes
SOME

PRICES.

uii lU and Blouses

A Great Reduction Sale on all
Our
and
5prw g
and Summer Suits.

Cheaper Good
Are no

1

There ore

3(194,

No. 3C58,
No. 3550.
1
No. 2166.
1
No. 2147,
Hot No. 2212,
1 lot No. 2151,
1 lot No. 3550'
1

no better

1

LittU Gentlemen
are datcrmlnad br their
ana Wat, of enuraa. In a
natter of training, but dirt you
?er think bow munti also de
man-tif- ir

a

Vou san narrtlf CTpwt
OMMMd If bo li oonncloo
la not
pnttir a paitnra
W IIioao of bin plarnmtrti.

ai

lot No.

Hot No. 3641,
Hot No. 36G0,

Lconomy

VMdrdMiedt

is

lot
lot
lot
lot

boy to be eay ana elf.
that bit wull r I'lutiso
and aa nut; apptuuum

There'! nnthlnc dmirabl" In trartnl cheap
IT tlw'r make tho nor feel ehenp.
when ther don't wear so lung nor wain no
tlwK.AK. klud.
lnMe K. ft E
Ak on for a cop ef th
"k
Ifea and Wa uaaracltr."

Suits, were 110.00,
Suits, were 1850,
Suite, were 18.50,
Suits, were $750,
2- piece Suite, were 1750,
3- piece Linen Suite, were IG.00...
Crash Suite, were $5.00...,
Crash Suite, were W.00 : .
Crash Suite, were $350...
Coats and Vests only, were $750..

tSL

drat Clearing Sale

have concluded to hare a.
great clearing' sale during tie
month of August to make room for
new goods, and intend to make it a
great success. , Will sell all

OXE OF MANY

LIU

Both Phones.

fcr ingest

"We

Ln. Se.n&dorfx Cures!

DELI

3.00

...bow SX0
...now 6.00

STOHLE
PEOPLE'S
COMPANY.
REICH

M, GREENBERGER,
tHIMMHIIIIIIIIMMIMtHMmHMMWmM

OUM

SjOO

3.75

503 8IXTH STREET.

UIEsDVaiVJ IjLVIIIIimilVlJiOD

ITUDV"

4L50
&SO

IMMUHIIIIHtl

ITi

ICetail

...mow

$fMIO
7J0O
7jOO

i

bought so cheap?
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in yesterday's
Mention Is made
Optic that an opposition ticket would
be put up for the town election on
the west aide with Ike Davis aa nominee for trustee. It is now announced
that as Mr. Davis positively declined
to accept the Intended honor it was
determined to drop the matter entirely. It looks as if the ticket now up
will bo altogether unopposed.
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the party, riding burros.
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The "Do Things" club, boys, between the ages of 12 and 15 years,
will be chaperoned to Hot Springs
tomorrow afternoon by Sec. Kates of
the Y. M. C. A. All boyB will ride
The party will leave 1029
burros.
Third street at 12:45. Mr. Kates Is
an expert swimmer and will give the
boys a lesson in the art while at Hot
Springs. All boys of the city of the
specified age are Invited to attend

You are Interested in getting your
linen laundered In th beat manner satisfactory to you and saving to the
goods. We use careful methods and
o not tts lnurloj chemicals, thus
yous ll nan lasts longer.

All

This

ABOUT YOUR WASH
llOIICS:

Shirt Waists!!!
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F. H. Pierce last night received a
message from his wife, who was called
to Louisville, Ky., by the very serious
Illness of her sister. Miss Sue Wat-kinMrs. Pierce had reached her
mother's home, to find her sister very
low. Only Blight hopes of her recovery are entertained. The news will
On Wednesday evening after the ho received with sincere sorrow by
Pennsylvania veterans had returned the young lady's many Las Vegas
from their trip to tho Montezuma ho- friends.
tel and they were gathering In their
E. D. KilRore, pharmacist at the
spoclal train for the westward Journey
J. H. O'Reilly Drug company's estabto
were
fine
serenade
a
treated
they
lishment in Albuquerque, is in tho city
by tho Military band, Tlie band boys
two. Ho was under the
finished their concert over in the for a day or
of C. C. Bevault
efficient
cloeronago
Plasta park a little earlier than usual
of Hot Springs. Mr. Kllgore says his
and marched over to the depot, whero
firm Is Just moving Into elegant new
they spent a half hour entertaining
In the Bnrnctt block and will
quarters
the heroes of many battles with marhave the finest establishment of the
tial airs. Many expressions of pleaskind In the southwest
ure and appreciation of the courtesy
extended by the band were heard on
A number of JoKy young folk of the
the part of the visitors.
city are planning a hay ride for this
evening. The young ladles take the
Miss Soda Talbot t of the Joseph eatables and
the boys provide the
Newman Campany, which comes to
That they will have a
conveyance.
Las Vegas Wednesday, Aug. 20, has fine time
goes entirely without say
this season a number of bright selec- log.
tions which include two monologues,
r
The party given by the Misses
"Through the Keyhole," and " Woman's Institution," a dramatle piece
yesterday afternoon to a num"As the Moon Rose," and a dialect ber of young lady friends was unique
Impersonation
entitled, "Encourage- and charming. Novel guessing conment" She will alsoppear with Mr. tests were the feature. Miss Nellie
Newman In a little comedy, "A Mat- Stern was the lucky winner of the
rimonial Advertisement."
first prize. A delicious collation was
served.
The convicts at work on the Las
Vegas end of the Scenic Route take
Troy Steam Laundry is the name of
very kindly the Sunday visits of the Mahan A Co's. new enterprise, which
Christian Endoavorers of tho city. will be open for work early next
They have devoted considerable spare week.
time to erecting a booth In which the
Walt for tht wagon of the. Troy
services are to be held. Quite a number of city young people will go up Steam Laundry. Will be realy for
business early next week.
Sunday afternoon.
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Shirtwaists!!

Day of Ending

e

received and is working satisfactorily,
A large vat of crushed ore Is now un
der treatment results from which will
be reported tomorrow.

Shirt Waists!

Monday, Aug. 10th

Hedges. Ban Diego, Co. Cal., July 12.
Komero Drug cjomiiany.
Las Vegas, ISew Mexico.
Dear Sirs:
My wife has been afflicted with Rheu
matism and Neurak'ia for a lone time,
and before writ ing to you, she had used
remedies witha great many
out nppHrent benefit. Realizing the
fart that unless she obtained relief soon
ber dispnse would get the best of her
and develop Into something more serious, I commenced to search for some
reliable remedy, and thanks to Qod I
saw the advertisement of "La Sauado- ra" in one of our Spanish papers and
decided to give your remedy a fair trial,
which, I am pleased to say has proven

satisfactory.
"La fcmiadora" has entirely cured my
wife of these diseases audshenow fools
like a ui'w wnniHii. 1 ran truthfully
bhv t hat "La Katmdora," has given her
relief after all others have failed. I
feel so tlimikful for the good"LaSaua-dorhas done for tnv wife that I consider It my duty to add my testimony
to that of others who have been cured
"
by your wotiuderful remedy "La
If any one doubts the truth
of this statement, let him or her write
to me and 1 wilt tell him or ber just
what "La Sanadora," has done for my
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Children's Clad. Cotton Hose.
Worth 12'jc

fr

Sizes
Go

V

at

5

6

7c 7c

6c Sc 9c

C

7 Tt,'
5Jc

10c 10c

It

2.1c
15c He,2 pair for
IV
2to Hoaeat
5c Honest
22r
Ladies best quality Black Hnw at. . . lOc. 1 2V- - -- :l
15c and c
Fancy hm cheap at 'it- - and 25c,
AH Baby Ribbons, 5 ranis for
Ac
No. 00 Taffeta, principal shades, at
15c
100 yards best liemmiiigway 8pool silk
.. rr
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Bridge Street
Hardware Store
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Wm. Ilfeld.

miss this sale, for we are closing out above
articles to YOUR ADVANTAGE
e-D-

on't

wife.

Tbaukiug you for your kindness, I
remain yours very trulv,
Professor A. J. Monroy, M. A.
Deputy Clerk of the Supreme Court
of San Diego Co., California,
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